Abstract-The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) carries most Internet traffic, so performance of the Internet depends to a great extent on how well TCP works. Performance characteristics of a particular version of TCP are defined by the congestion control algorithm it employs. This paper presents a survey of various congestion control proposals that preserve the original host-to-host idea of TCP-namely, that neither sender nor receiver relies on any explicit notification from the network. The proposed solutions focus on a variety of problems, starting with the basic problem of eliminating the phenomenon of congestion collapse, and also include the problems of effectively using the available network resources in different types of environments (wired, wireless, high-speed, long-delay, etc.) . In a shared, highly distributed, and heterogeneous environment such as the Internet, effective network use depends not only on how well a single TCPbased application can utilize the network capacity, but also on how well it cooperates with other applications transmitting data through the same network. Our survey shows that over the last 20 years many host-to-host techniques have been developed that address several problems with different levels of reliability and precision. There have been enhancements allowing senders to detect fast packet losses and route changes. Other techniques have the ability to estimate the loss rate, the bottleneck buffer size, and level of congestion. The survey describes each congestion control alternative, its strengths and its weaknesses. Additionally, techniques that are in common use or available for testing are described.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
OST CURRENT Internet applications rely on the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) [1] to deliver data reliably across the network. Although it was not part of its initial design, the most essential element of TCP is congestion control; it defines TCP's performance characteristics. In this paper we present a survey of the congestion control proposals for TCP that preserve its fundamental host-to-host principle, meaning they do not rely on any kind of explicit signaling from the network. 1 The proposed algorithms introduce a wide variety of techniques that allow senders to detect loss events, congestion state, and route changes, as well as measure the loss rate, the RTT, the RTT variation, bottleneck buffer sizes, and congestion level with different levels of reliability and precision.
The key feature of TCP is its ability to provide a reliable, bi-directional, virtual channel between any two hosts on the Internet. Since the protocol works over the IP network [3] , which provides only best-effort service for delivering packets Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/SURV.2010.042710.00114 1 Lochert et al. [2] have presented a thorough survey on the congestion control approaches which rely on explicit network signaling.
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Sender's output buffer Fig. 1 . Sliding window concept: the window "slides" along the sender's output buffer as soon as the receiver acknowledges delivery of at least one packet across the network, the TCP standard [1] specifies a sliding window based flow control. This flow control has several mechanisms. First, the sender buffers all data before the transmission, assigning a sequence number to each buffered byte. Continuous blocks of the buffered data are packetized into TCP packets that include a sequence number of the first data byte in the packet. Second, a portion (window) of the prepared packets is transmitted to the receiver using the IP protocol. As soon as the sender receives delivery confirmation for at least one data packet, it transmits a new portion of packets (the window "slides" along the sender's buffer, Figure 1 ). Finally, the sender holds responsibility for a data block until the receiver explicitly confirms delivery of the block. As a result, the sender may eventually decide that a particular unacknowledged data block has been lost and start recovery procedures (e.g., retransmit one or several packets).
To acknowledge data delivery, the receiver forms an ACK packet that carries one sequence number and (optionally) several pairs of sequence numbers. The former, a cumulative ACK, indicates that all data blocks having smaller sequence numbers have already been delivered. The latter, a selective ACK (Section II-E-a TCP extension standardized 15 years after the introduction of TCP itself), explicitly indicates the ranges of sequence numbers of delivered data packets. To be more precise, TCP does not have a separate ACK packet, but rather uses flags and option fields in the common TCP header for acknowledgment purposes. (A TCP packet can be both a data packet and an ACK packet at the same time.) However, without loss of generality, we will discuss a notion of ACK packets as a separate entity.
Although a sliding window based flow control is relatively simple, it has several conflicting objectives. For example, on the one hand, throughput of a TCP flow should be maximized. This essentially requires that the size of a sliding window also be maximized. ( Receiver's window concept: receiver reports a size of the available input buffer (receiver's window, rwnd) and sender sends a portion (window, wnd) of data packets that does not exceed rwnd throughput of a TCP flow depends directly on the sliding window size and inversely on the round-trip time of the network path.) On the other hand, if the sliding window is too large, there is a high probability of packet loss because the network and the receiver have resource limitations. Thus, minimization of packet losses requires minimizing the sliding window. Therefore, the problem is finding an optimal value for the sliding window (which is usually referred to as the congestion window) that provides good throughput, yet does not overwhelm the network and the receiver. Additionally, TCP should be able to recover from packet losses in a timely fashion. This means that the shorter the interval between packet transmission and loss detection, the faster TCP can recover. However, this interval cannot be too short, or otherwise the sender may detect a loss prematurely and retransmit the corresponding packet unnecessarily. This overreaction simply wastes network resources and may induce high congestion in the network. In other words, when and how a sender detects packet losses is another hard problem for TCP.
The initial TCP specification [1] is designed to guard only against overflowing the input buffers at the receiver end. The incorporated mechanism is based on the receiver's window concept, which is essentially a way for the receiver to share the information about the available input buffer with the sender. Figure 2 illustrates this concept in schematic fashion. When establishing a connection, the receiver informs the sender about the available buffer size for incoming packets (in the example shown, the receiver's window reported initially is 8). The sender transmits a portion (window) of prepared data packets. This portion must not exceed the receiver's window and may be smaller if the sender is not willing (or ready) to send a larger portion. In the case where the receiver is unable to process data as fast as the sender generates it, the receiver reports decreasing values of the window (3 and 1 in the example). This induces the sender to shrink the sliding window. As a result, the whole transmission will eventually synchronize with the receiver's processing rate.
Unfortunately, protocol standards that remain unaware of the network resources have created various unexpected effects on the Internet, including the appearance of congestion collapse (see Section II). The problem of congestion control, meaning intelligent (i.e., network resource-aware) and yet effective use of resources available in packet-switched networks, is not a trivial problem, but the efficient solution to it is highly desirable. As a result, congestion control is one of the extensively studied areas in the Internet research conducted over the last 20 years, and a number of proposals aimed at improving various aspects of the congestion-responsive data flows is very large. Several groups of these proposals have been studied by Hanbali et al. [4] (congestion control in ad hoc networks), Lochert et al. [2] (congestion control for mobile ad hoc networks), Widmer et al. [5] (congestion control for non-TCP protocols), Balakrishnan et al. [6] (congestion control for wireless networks), Leung at al. [7] (congestion control for networks with high levels of packet reordering), Low et al. [8] (current up to 2002 TCP variants and their analytical models), Hasegawa and Murata [9] (fairness issues in congestion control), and others researchers. Unlike previous studies, in this survey we tried to collect, classify, and analyze major congestion control algorithms that optimize various parameters of TCP data transfer without relying on any explicit notifications from the network. In other words, they preserve the host-to-host principle of TCP, whereby the network is seen as a black box.
Section II is devoted to congestion control proposals that build a foundation for all currently known host-to-host algorithms. This foundation includes 1) the basic principle of probing the available network resources, 2) loss-based and delay-based techniques to estimate the congestion state in the network, and 3) techniques to detect packet losses quickly. However, the techniques that are developed are not universal. For example, Tahoe's initial assumption that packets are not generally reordered during transmission may be wrong in some environments. As a result, the performance of Tahoe flows in these environments will prove inadequate (Section II-A). In Section III we discuss congestion control proposals that modify previously developed algorithms to tolerate various levels of packet reordering.
As data transfer technologies and the Internet itself have evolved, the research focus for congestion control algorithms has been changing from basic congestion to more sophisticated problems. In Section IV we review the network resource optimization problem. In particular, we discuss two algorithms which discover the ability of a TCP congestion control to provide traffic prioritization in a pure host-to-host fashion.
In Section V we discuss congestion control algorithm proposals which try to improve the performance of TCP flows running in wireless networks, where it is common to have high packet losses (e.g., random losses due to wireless interference).
In Section VI we review several proposed solutions that have attracted the most research interest over the recent past. These proposals aim to solve the problem of poor utilization of high-speed and long-delay network channels by standard TCP flows. They introduce several direct and indirect approaches to more aggressive network probing. The indirect approaches combine various loss-based and delay-based ideas to create congestion control approaches that try to be aggressive enough when there are enough network resources, yet remain gentle when all resources are utilized. Finally, we present opportunities for the future research in Section VII and conclude our survey in Section VIII.
II. CONGESTION COLLAPSE
The initial TCP standard has a serious drawback: it lacks any means to adjust the transmission rate to the state of the network. When there are many users and user demands for shared network resources, the aggregate rate of all TCP senders sharing the same network can easily exceed (and in practice do exceed) the capacity of the network. It is commonly known in the flow-control world that if the offered load in an uncontrolled distributed sharing system (e.g., road traffic) exceeds the total system capacity, the effective load will go to zero (collapses) as load increases [10] (Figure 3) .
With regard to TCP, the origins of this effect, known as a congestion collapse [11] - [13] , can be illustrated using a simple example. Let us consider a router placed somewhere between networks A and B which generate excessive amounts of TCP traffic ( Figure 4 ). Clearly, if the path from A to B is congested by 400% (4 times more than the router can deliver), at least 75% of all packets from network A will be dropped and at most 25% of data packets may result in ACKs. If the reverse path from B to A is also congested (also by 400%, for example), the chance that ACK packets get through is also 25%. In other words, only 25% of 25% (i.e., 6.25%) of the data packets sent from A to B will be acknowledged successfully. If we assume that each data packet requires its own acknowledgement (not a requirement for TCP, but serves to illustrate the point), then a 75% loss in each direction causes a 93.75% drop in throughput (goodput) of the TCPlike flow. Implementing cumulative ACKs help shift the bend of the curve in Figure 3 , but cumulative ACK are not able to eliminate the sharp downward bend.
To resolve the congestion collapse problem, a number of solutions have been proposed. All of them share the same idea, namely of introducing a network-aware rate limiting mechanism alongside the receiver-driven flow control. For this purpose the congestion window concept was introduced: a TCP sender's estimate of the number of data packets the network can accept for delivery without becoming congested. In the special case where the flow control limit (the socalled receiver window) is less than the congestion control limit (i.e., the congestion window), the former is considered a real bound for outstanding data packets. Although this is a formal definition of the real TCP rate bound, we will only consider the congestion window as a rate limiting factor, assuming that in most cases the processing rate of end-hosts is several orders of magnitude higher than the data transfer rate that the network can potentially offer. Additionally, we will compare different algorithms, focusing on the congestion window dynamics as a measure of the particular congestion control algorithm effectiveness.
In the next section we will discuss basic congestion control algorithms that have been proposed to extend the TCP specification. As we shall see, these algorithms not only preserve the idea of treating the network as a black box but also provide a good precision level to detect congestion and prevent collapse. Table I gives a summary of features of the various algorithms. Additionally, Figure 5 shows the evolutionary graph of these algorithms. However, solving the congestion problem introduces new problems that lead to network channel underutilization. Here we focus primarily on the congestion problem itself and basic approaches to improve data transfer effectiveness. In the following sections other problems and solutions will be discussed.
A. TCP Tahoe
One of the earliest host-to-host solutions to solve the congestion problem in TCP flows has been proposed by Jacobson [14] . The solution is based on the original TCP specification (RFC 793 [1] ) and includes a number of algorithms that can be divided into three groups. The first group tackles the problem of an erroneous retransmission timeout estimate (RTO). If this value is overestimated, the TCP packet loss detection 
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1 TCP specification modification: S = the sender reactions, R = the receiver reactions, P = the protocol specification 2 S for Sun, F for FreeBSD, N for NetBSD mechanism becomes very conservative, and performance of individual flows may severely degrade. In the opposite case, when the value of the RTO is underestimated, the error detection mechanism may perform unnecessary retransmissions, wasting shared network resources and worsening the overall congestion in the network. Since it is practically impossible to distinguish between an ACK for an original and a retransmitted packet, RTO calculation is further complicated.
The round-trip variance estimation (rttvar) algorithm tries to mitigate the overestimation problem. Instead of a linear relationship between the RTO and estimated round-trip time (RTT) value (β · SRT T , in which β is a constant in range from 1.3 to 2 [1] and SRT T is an exponentially averaged RTT value), the algorithm calculates an RTT variation estimate to establish a fine-grained upper bound for the RTO (SRT T + 4 · rttvar).
The exponential retransmit timer backoff algorithm solves the underestimation problem by doubling the RTO value on each retransmission event. In other words, during severe congestion, detection of subsequent packet losses results in exponential RTO growth, significantly reducing the total number of retransmissions and helping stabilize the network state.
The ACK ambiguity problem is resolved by Karn's clamped retransmit backoff algorithm [26] . Importantly, the RTT of a data packet that has been retransmitted is not used in calculation for the average RTT and RTT variance, and thus it has no impact on the RTO estimate.
The second group of algorithms enhances the detection of packet losses. The original TCP specification defines the RTO as the only loss detection mechanism. Although it is sufficient to reliably detect all losses, this detection is not fast enough. Clearly, the minimum time when loss can be detected is the RTT-i.e., if the receiver is able to instantly detect and report a loss to the sender, the report will reach the sender exactly one RTT after sending the lost packet. The RTO, by definition, is greater than RTT. If we require that TCP receivers immediately reply to all out-of-order data packets with reports of the last inorder packet (a duplicate ACK) [27] , the loss can be detected by the Fast Retransmit algorithm [28] , almost within the RTT interval. In other words, assuming the probability of packet reordering and duplication in the network is negligible, the duplicate ACKs can be considered a reliable loss indicator. Having this new indicator, the sender can retransmit lost data without waiting for the corresponding RTO event.
The third and most important group includes the Slow Start and Congestion Avoidance algorithms. These provide two slightly different distributed host-to-host mechanisms which allow a TCP sender to detect available network resources and adjust the transmission rate of the TCP flow to the detected limits. Assuming the probability of random packet corruption during transmission is negligible ( 1%), the sender can treat all detected packet losses as congestion indicators. In addition, the reception of any ACK packet is an indication that the network can accept and deliver at least one new packet (i.e., the ACKed packet has left and a new one can enter the network). Thus the sender, reasonably sure it will not cause congestion, can send at least the amount of data that has just been acknowledged. This in-out packet balancing is called the packet conservation principle and is a core element, both of Slow Start and of Congestion Avoidance.
In the Slow Start algorithm, reception of an ACK packet is considered an invitation to send double the amount of data that has been acknowledged by the ACK packet (multiplicative increase policy). In other words, instead of a step-like growth ( Figure 6 ) in the number of outstanding packets (as given in the original specification [1] ), this growth follows an exponential function on an RTT-defined scale ( Figure 7 ). The word "slow" in the algorithm name makes reference to this difference. If a packet loss is detected (i.e., the network is experiencing congestion because all network resources have been utilized), the congestion window is reset to the initial value (e.g., one) to ensure release of network resources. Graphs on Figure 7 show two cases of the congestion window dynamics: the left graph represents the case when the receiver cannot process at the receiving rate (i.e., the original assumption of TCP), and the right graph shows the congestion window dynamics when the network cannot deliver everything at the transmitted rate. We can define algorithm effectiveness as the ratio of the area below the congestion window graph (e.g., Figure 7 , hatched area) to the area below the limit line ( Figure 7 , under "Network limit" line). It is clear (observing the right graph in Figure 7 ) that where the available network resources are lower than limits imposed by the receiver, the effectiveness, in the long term, of the Slow Start algorithm is very low.
The other algorithm of the third group is Congestion Avoidance. It is aimed at improving TCP effectiveness in networks with limited resources, i.e., where the network is a real transmission bottleneck. In comparison to the Slow Start, this algorithm is much more conservative in response to received ACK packets and to detection of packet losses. As opposed to doubling, the congestion window increases by one only if all data packets have been successfully delivered during the last RTT (additive increase policy). And in contrast to restarting at one after a loss, the congestion window is merely halved (multiplicative decrease policy). Jacobson's analysis [14] has shown that to achieve network decongestion, exponentially reducing network resource utilization by each individual flow is sufficient. The multiplicative decrease policy mimics such exponential behavior when several packets in succession are determined as lost (e.g., during the persistent congestion state). As can be seen in Figure 8 , the Congestion Avoidance algorithm is quite effective in the long term. The tradeoff is a slow discovery of available network resources due to the conservative rate of the additive phase. The implementation of TCP Tahoe includes both Slow Start and Congestion Avoidance algorithms as distinct operational phases. This combines fast network resource discovery and long-term efficiency. For phase-switching purposes, a threshold parameter (ssthresh) is introduced. This threshold determines the maximum size of the congestion window in the Slow Start phase, and any detected packet loss adjusts the threshold to half of the current congestion window. The congestion window itself, as in the Slow Start algorithm, is always reset to a minimum value upon loss detection. As long as the value of the congestion window is lower than the threshold parameter, the Slow Start phase is used. Once the window is greater than the threshold, Congestion Avoidance is used. This is known as the Slow Start-Congestion Avoidance phase cycle ( Figure 9 ).
Effectiveness is not the only important parameter of congestion control algorithms. Due to the resource-sharing nature of IP networks, TCP algorithms should enforce fair resource sharing. Chiu and Jain [29] developed a fairness measure F (the so-called Jain's fairness index) as a function of network resources consumed by each user sharing the same path:
where n is the number of users sharing the path and f i is the Slow Start and Congestion Avoidance exhibit good fairness (F → 1) under certain network conditions as follows. Let us consider two flows competing with each other on the same network path and with no other flows present. If we assume that (a) the network share for each flow is directly proportional to its congestion window size, (b) both flows have equal RTT values, and (c) we can simultaneously detect packet losses (a so-called synchronized loss environment), then the network share dynamics for each algorithm can be represented by the convergence diagrams in Figures 10 and 11 . The equal share line represents states when network resources are fairly distributed between flows and the network limit line when all network resources are consumed (either by one or both flows). These diagrams show how network resource proportions would change (paths x 0 − x 1 , x 1 − x 2 , . . . , x n−1 − x n ) if two TCP flows started competing with each other from an initial state x 0 under the ideal network conditions.
In Figure 10 the aggressive (multiplicative) congestion window increase in Slow Start favors the flow having a larger network share. More precisely, the slope of x 0 − x 1 segment is proportional to the ratio between each flow's share in state x 0 . After detection of a packet loss, both flows reset their congestion windows (x 1 − x 2 ). Obviously, reseting of the congestion window equalizes the network share of the flows that provides fairness of the network resource distribution in the future (the flows become locked-in between the states x 2 and x 3 ).
Congestion Avoidance ensures a uniform congestion window increase by each flow from any initial state (45 • slope of x 1 − x 2 and x n − x n+1 segments in Figure 11 ). This property eliminates the necessity of the congestion window equalization. Instead, to provide fair network usage between flows, it is enough that the flow having a larger network share decreases by a greater amount. In fact, the multiplicative decrease (i.e., congestion window halving) as a reaction to a packet loss in Congestion Avoidance guarantees share equalization (fairness) in a finite number of steps.
A convergence diagram of TCP Tahoe can be represented as a combination of the Slow Start and Congestion Avoidance diagrams. Depending on the values of the Slow Start thresholds, the initial dynamics can follow the Slow Start path (x 0 − x 1 in Figure 10 ) or the Congestion Avoidance path (x 0 − x 1 in Figure 11 ), or be a combination of both algorithms. Because the reaction to a packet loss in TCP Tahoe is the same as in Slow Start (i.e., congestion window reset), exactly one loss event is enough to equalize shares (similar to path x 1 − x 2 in Figure 10 ).
B. TCP DUAL
TCP Tahoe (Section II-A) has rendered a great service to the Internet community by solving the congestion collapse problem. However, this solution has an unpleasant drawback of straining the network with high-amplitude periodic phases. This behavior induces significant periodic changes in sending rate, round-trip time, and network buffer utilization, leading to variability in packet losses.
Wang and Crowcroft [15] presented TCP DUAL, which refines the Congestion Avoidance algorithm. DUAL tries to mitigate the oscillatory patterns in network dynamics by using a proactive congestion detection mechanism coupled with softer reactions to detected events. More specifically, it introduces the queuing delay as a prediction parameter of the network congestion state.
Let us assume that routes do not change during the transmission and that the receiver acknowledges each data packet immediately. Then we can consider the minimal RTT value observed by the sender (RT T min ) as a good indication that the path is in a congestion-free state (left diagram in Figure 12 ). If we make one more assumption that an increase of the RTT can only occur due to increasing buffer utilization, the difference between the measured and the minimal RTT value (queuing delay Q = RT T − RT T min ) can be viewed as an indicator of the congestion level in the path (right diagram in Figure 12 ).
To quantify the congestion level, DUAL additionally maintains a maximum RTT value observed during the transmission (RT T max ). The difference between maximum and minimum RTT values is considered a measure of the maximum congestion level (i.e., the maximum queuing delay Q max = RT T max − RT T min ). Finally, a fraction of the maximum queuing delay (Q thresh = α · Q max , where 0 < α < 1) serves as a threshold, which, when exceeded, indicates the congested network state.
In the proposal [15] , the delay threshold in DUAL is selected as half the maximum queuing delay (Q thresh = Q max /2), and the congestion estimation is performed once per RTT period based on the average RTT value (Q = RT T avg − RT T min ). If this threshold is exceeded (Q > Q thresh ), the congestion window decreases by 1/8 th (i.e., applied multiplicative decrease policy). As we can see from theoretical congestion window dynamics of TCP DUAL (Figure 13 ), the effectiveness is greatly improved compared to Tahoe (i.e., graphically, the hatched area is proportionately larger). However, there are a number of trade-offs.
If the network saturation point is estimated incorrectly, the flow cannot utilize the available network resources fairly and effectively. On the one side, in the case where the threshold is underestimated (e.g., observed RT T max is not the real maximum) network resources will be underutilized. On the other side, threshold overestimation can potentially cause an unfair resource distribution between different TCP DUAL flows. For example, if a DUAL flow is already transmitting data when a new DUAL flow appears, the new flow will observe a higher RT T min value and overestimate the queuing delay threshold. The flow with the lower queuing threshold (the old flow) has a higher probability of predicting the congestion state and trigger congestion window reduction, while the other flow will continue congestion window growth without noticing anything abnormal. Thus, the new flow can potentially capture a larger share of the network resources.
C. TCP Reno
Reducing the congestion window to one packet as a reaction to packet loss, as occurs with TCP Tahoe (Section II-A), is rather draconian and can, in some cases, lead to significant throughput degradation. For example, a 1% packet loss rate can cause up to a 75% throughput degradation of a TCP flow running the Tahoe algorithm [16] . To resolve this problem, Jacobson [16] revised the original composition of Slow Start and Congestion Avoidance by introducing the concept of differentiating between major and minor congestion events.
A loss detection through the retransmission timeout indicates that for a certain time interval (as an example, RT O minus RT T ) some major congestion event has prevented delivery of any data packets on the network. Therefore, the sender should apply the conservative policy of resetting the congestion window to a minimal value.
Quite a different state can be inferred from a loss detected by duplicate ACKs. Suppose the sender has received four ACKs, where the first one acknowledges some new data and the rest are the exact copies of the first one (usually referred to as three duplicate ACKs). The duplicate ACKs indicate that the some packets have failed to arrive. Nonetheless, presence of each ACK-including the duplicates-indicates the successful delivery of a data packet. The sender, in addition to detecting the lost packet, is also observing the ability of the network to deliver some data. Thus, the network state can be considered to be lightly congested, and the reaction to the loss event can be more optimistic. In TCP Reno, the optimistic reaction is to use the Fast Recovery algorithm [17] .
The intention of Fast Recovery is to halve a flow's network share (i.e., to halve the congestion window) and to taper back network resource probing (holding all growth in the congestion window) until the error is recovered. In other words, the sender stays in Fast Recovery until it receives a non-duplicate acknowledgment. The algorithm phases are illustrated in Figure 14 , where congestion window sizes (cwnd) in various states are denoted as the line segments above the State lines, and the arrows indicate the effective congestion window sizethe amount of packets in transit.
The transition from State 1 to State 2 shows the core concept of optimistic network share reduction, using the multiplicative decrease policy. After the reduction (i.e., from cwnd to cwnd/2), the algorithm not only retransmits the oldest unacknowledged data packet (i.e., applies the Fast Retransmit algorithm), but also inflates the congestion window by the number of duplicate packets (see transition from State 2 to State 3 in Figure 14 ). As we already know, an ACK indicates delivery of at least one data packet. Thus, if we want to Additional dup ACKs lead to additional cwnd "inflation"
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The congestion window size is a sum of these two elements Figure 14 ). Without this increase, new packets cannot be sent before the error is recovered, and the amount of packets in transit can decrease more than expected.
In the final stage (State 5), when a non-duplicate ACK is received, we want to resume Congestion Avoidance with half of the original congestion window. With high probability, the non-duplicate ACK will acknowledge delivery of all data packets previously inferred by the duplicate ACKs previously received. At this point, congestion window deflation to cwnd/2 (to the value just after entering recovery, State 2 in Figure 14) is a simple and reliable way to ensure the target exit state from Fast Recovery.
The resulting theoretical congestion window dynamics in TCP Reno are presented in Figure 15 . Compared to the dynamics of TCP Tahoe (Figure 9 ), the overall effectiveness in the steady state is considerably improved by replacing Slow Start phases after each loss detection by typically shorter Fast Retransmit phases.
In fact, recovering from a single loss would usually occur within one RTT. However, efficiency is improved not only by shortening the recovery period, but also by allowing data transfers during the recovery. Having substantial performance Figure 11 exactly. However, a slightly worse situation can be observed when a TCP Reno flow competes with a Tahoe flow. Unequal reactions to packet loss detection lead to shifting the distribution of network resources to the Reno side. This can be demonstrated using the convergence diagram in Figure 16 . With a finite number of steps, the system reaches a steady state in which the Reno flow has a larger share of network resources. To quantify fairness in this case, one can easily calculate the Jain's fairness index (see Section II-A). In Figure 16 , this value equals 0.9 (after the convergence-state x n+1 -network shares are distributed as 2:1 in favor of a Reno flow). This can be considered an acceptable level for the transition period when the congestion control algorithm is changed from Tahoe to Reno at all network hosts.
A comparison to TCP DUAL shows that, in an ideal network environment with only one TCP flow present, the DUAL algorithm will normally outperform Reno. But DUAL has several important drawbacks. First, the delay characteristic is not always a true congestion indicator, which can lead to network resource underutilization or unfair distribution of network resources. Second, there is an open question about how well the DUAL algorithm performs in less ideal environments and when DUAL flows compete with other DUAL or Tahoe flows. Clearly, in a situation of higher packet losses, the performance of DUAL and Tahoe would be about the same, and as a result, Reno could outperform the both of them. Additionally, doubts about DUAL's fairness to other DUAL flows, as discussed in Section II-B, tend to give further favor to TCP Reno.
Because of its simplicity and performance characteristics, Reno is generally the congestion control standard for TCP. At the same time, there are a wide range of network environments where Reno has inadequate performance. For example, it has severe performance degradation in the presence of consecutive packet losses, random packet losses, and reordering of packets. It is also unfair if competing flows have different RTTs, and it does not utilize high-speed/long-delay network channels efficiently.
In the remainder of this paper we will discuss a number of the most important TCP proposals which address these issues without deviating from the original host-to-host principle of TCP.
D. TCP NewReno
One of the vulnerabilities of TCP Reno's Fast Recovery algorithm manifests itself when multiple packet losses occur as part of a single congestion event. This significantly decreases Reno's performance in heavy load environments. This problem is demonstrated in Figure 17 , where a single congestion event (e.g., a short burst of cross traffic) causes the loss of several data packets (indicated by x). As we can see, the desired optimistic reaction of Fast Recovery (i.e., the congestion window halving) suddenly transforms into a conservative exponential congestion window decrease. That is, the first loss causes entry into the recovery phase and the halving of the congestion window. The reception of any non-duplicate ACK would finish the recovery. However, the subsequent loss detections cause the congestion window to decrease further, using the same mechanisms of entering and exiting the recovery state.
In one sense, this exponential reaction to multiple losses is expected from the congestion control algorithm, the purpose of which is to reduce consumption of network resources in complex congestion situations. But this expectation rests on the assumption that congestion states, as deduced from each detected loss, are independent, and in the example above this does not hold true. All packet losses from the original data bundle (i.e., from those data packets outstanding at the moment of loss detection) have a high probability of being caused by a single congestion event. Thus, the second and third losses from the example above should be treated only as requests to retransmit data and not as congestion indicators. Moreover, reducing the congestion window does not guarantee the instant release of network resources. All packets sent before the congestion window reduction are still in transit.
Before the new congestion window size becomes effective, we should not apply any additional rate reduction policies. This can be interpreted as reducing the congestion window no more often than once per one-way propagation delay or approximately RT T /2.
Floyd et al. [18] , [19] introduce a simple refinement of Reno's Fast Recovery. It solves the ambiguity of congestion events by restricting the exit from the recovery phase until all data packets from the initial congestion window are acknowledged. More formally, the NewReno algorithm adds a special state variable to remember the sequence number of the last data packet sent before entering the Fast Recovery state. This value helps distinguish between partial and new data ACKs. The reception of a new data ACK means that all packets sent before the error detection were successfully delivered and any new loss would reflect a new congestion event. A partial ACK confirms the recovery from only the first error and indicates more losses in the original bundle of packets. Figure 18 illustrates the differences between Reno and NewReno. Similar to the original Reno algorithm, reception of any duplicate ACKs triggers only the inflation of the congestion window ( States 3, 4, 6) . A partial ACK provides the exact information about some part of the delivered data. Therefore, reaction to partial ACK is only a deflation of the congestion window (State 4) and a retransmission of the next unacknowledged data packet (State 5). Finally, exit from the NewReno's Fast Recovery can proceed only when the sender receives a new data ACK, which is accompanied by the full congestion window deflation (State 7 in Figure 18 ).
Notice that during the recovery phase, duplicate acknowledgments transfer their role as error indicators to the partial ACKs. Retransmission of the first lost packet and reception of the corresponding ACK will take exactly one RTT, and the sender therefore can be absolutely sure that during this interval all previously sent data will be either delivered or lost. That is, this data no longer consumes the network resources. Partial ACKs can be sent by the receiver only if more than one packet is lost from the original packet bundle. Thus there is no reason for the sender to wait for additional signals before retransmitting the lost packet inferred from the partial ACK.
Remembering the sequence number of the last data packet sent before entering the Fast Recovery phase and using this to distinguish between partial and new data ACKs, is the solution to most of the cases of unnecessary congestion window reduction. However, in some cases, particularly when the retransmission timeout is triggered during the Fast Retransmit phase, unnecessary congestion window reduction still may occur [30] . The solution ("bugfix" in terms of [30] ) is to remember the highest sequence number transmitted so far after each triggering of the retransmission timeout, and to ignore all duplicate ACKs that acknowledge lower sequence numbers. This solution optimistically resolves the ambiguity of duplicate ACKs that can indicate either lost or duplicate packets.
NewReno modifies only the Fast Recovery algorithm by improving its response in the event of multiple losses. Meanwhile, in the steady state performance and fairness characteristics are similar to the ones shown in Section II-C. A slightly more aggressive recovery procedure would allow a NewReno 
E. TCP SACK
The problem with Reno's Fast Recovery algorithm discussed in the Section II-D arises solely because the receiver can report limited information to the sender. The TCP specification [1] defines that the only feedback message be in the form of cumulative ACKs, i.e., acknowledgments of only the last in-order delivered data packet. This property limits the ability of the sender to detect more than one packet loss per RTT. For example, if a second and a third data packet from some continuous TCP stream are lost, the receiver, according to the cumulative ACK policy, would reply to fourth and consecutive packets with duplicate acknowledgments of the first packet ( Figure 19 ). Clearly, the loss can be detected no sooner than after one RTT. Moreover, because Fast Recovery assumes loss of only one data packet-i.e., only one packet will be retransmitted after a loss detection-loss of the third data packet will be detected after another RTT at best. Thus, a duration of the recovery in Reno is directly proportional to the number of packet losses and RTT.
NewReno resolves Reno's problem of excessive rate reducing in the presence of multiple losses, but it does not solve the fundamental problem of prolonged recovery. The recovery process can be sped up if the sender retransmits several packets instead of a single one upon error detection. However, this technique assumes certain patterns of packet losses and may just waste network resources if actual losses deviate from these patterns.
If a receiver can provide information about several packet losses within a single feedback message, the sender would be able to implement a simple algorithm to resolve the long recovery problem. Moreover, Reno's problem discussed in Section II-D can be solved by restricting the congestion window reduction to no more than once per RTT period, instead of implementing the NewReno algorithm. The rationale behind this solution is that in the worst case, the interval between the first and last data packets sent before reception of any ACK is exactly one RTT ( Figure 20 ). All loses, if any, will be reported to the sender within the next RTT. Thus, if we apply the mechanism of limiting the congestion window reduction to no more than once per RTT period to the problem illustrated in Figure 17 , the first error detection should cause retransmission and shrink the congestion window. The rest of the losses in the original packet bundle would be reported within one RTT, and thus will cause only retransmission of the lost packets, preserving the value of the congestion window. Mathis et al. [20] address the problem of limited information available in a cumulative ACK. As a solution, they propose extending the TCP protocol by standardizing the selective acknowledgment (SACK) option. This option provides the ability for the receiver to report blocks of successfully delivered data packets. Using this information, TCP senders can easily calculate blocks of lost packets (gaps in sequence numbers) and quickly retransmit them ( Figure 21 ).
Unfortunately the SACK mechanism has serious limitations in its current form. The TCP specification restricts the length of the option field to 40 bytes. A simple calculation reveals that the SACK option can contain at most four blocks of data packets received in order (2 bytes to identify option and specify option length, and up to four pairs of 4-byte sequence numbers [20] ). The situation becomes aggravated if we want to use additional TCP options, which decrease the space for the sequence number pairs being included in SACK. For example, the Timestamp option [31] reduces the available space in the TCP header by 8 bytes, which decreases SACK space to only 3 gaps of lost packets. In some environments, the pattern of packet losses may easily exceed this SACK limit. In the worst case, when every other packet is lost, this limit is exceeded just after the first 4 packets are received (thus, 4 packets being lost). The inability of the receiver to 
Fig. 21. SACK option
Left edge -the first sequence number of the block, Right edge -the sequence number immediately following the last sequence number of the block quickly indicate all detected losses returns us to the original problem. Although this worst-case situation is unlikely to happen in wired networks (since during congestion events consecutive packets are usually dropped), random losses in wireless networks can show patterns approximating the worst case. This observation shows that SACK is not a universal solution to the multiple loss problem.
F. TCP FACK
Although SACK (Section II-E) provides the receiver with extended reporting capabilities, it does not define any particular congestion control algorithms. We have informally discussed one possible extension of the Reno algorithm utilizing SACK information, whereby the congestion window is not multiplicatively reduced more than once per RTT. Another approach is the FACK (Forward Acknowledgments) congestion control algorithm [21] . It defines recovery procedures which, unlike the Fast Recovery algorithm of standard TCP (TCP Reno), use additional information available in SACK to handle error recovery (flow control) and the number of outstanding packets (rate control) in two separate mechanisms.
The flow control part of the FACK algorithm uses selective ACKs to indicate losses. It provides a means for timely retransmission of lost data packets, as well. Because retransmitted data packets are reported as lost for at least one RTT and a loss cannot be instantly recovered, the FACK sender is required to retain information about retransmitted data. This information should at least include the time of the last retransmission in order to detect a loss using the legacy timeout method (RTO).
The rate control part, unlike Reno's and NewReno's Fast Recovery algorithms, has a direct means to calculate the number of outstanding data packets using information extracted from SACKs. Instead of the congestion window inflation technique, the FACK maintains three special state variables ( Figure 22 ): (1) H, the highest sequence number of all sent data packets-all data packets with sequence number less than H have been sent at least once; (2) F , the forward-most sequence number of all acknowledged data packets-no data packets with sequence number above F have been delivered (acknowledged); and (3) R, the number of retransmitted packets.
The simple relation H − F + R provides a reliable estimate (in the sense of robustness to ACK losses) of outstanding data packets in the network. This estimate can be utilized by the sender to decide whether or not to send a new portion of data. More formally, data can be sent when the calculated number of outstanding data packets is under an allowed limit (the congestion window).
Simulation results [21] confirm that FACK has a much faster recovery time from errors than Reno or NewReno. In fact, advantages of FACK have long been widely recognized and FACK has been an embedded part of the Linux kernel since the 2.1.92 version. Because FACK modifies only reactions in the recovery phase, the steady-state characteristics of effectiveness and fairness are exactly the same as for Reno (see Section II-C).
G. TCP Vegas
The approaches discussed in Sections II-C, II-D, and II-F improve various aspects of Tahoe, Reno and NewReno congestion controls. However, all of them share the same reactive method of rate adaptation. That is, each of them detects that the network is congested only if some packets are lost. Moreover, these variants of TCP bring about packet losses because their algorithms can grow packet transmission rates to the point of network congestion. Therefore, the problem discussed in Section II-B (i.e., induced periodic changes in sending rate, round-trip time, network buffer utilization, packet losses, etc.), also applies to Reno, NewReno, and FACK congestion control algorithms.
TCP DUAL (Section II-B) makes an attempt to provide a proactive method of quantifying the congestion level before an actual congestion event occurs using an estimate of queuing delay. But the solution only mitigates the oscillatory patterns of network parameters (RTT, buffer utilization, etc.) and never fully eliminates them. Moreover, as mentioned in Section II-B, fairness of the DUAL algorithm is questionable.
Brakmo and Peterson [22] proposed the Vegas algorithm as another proactive method to replace the reactive Congestion Avoidance algorithm. The key component is making an estimate of the used buffer size at the bottleneck router. Similar to the DUAL algorithm, this estimate is based on RTT measurements. The minimal RTT value observed during the connection lifetime is considered a baseline measurement indicating a congestion-free network state (analogous to Figure 12) . In other words, a larger RTT is due to increased queuing in the transmission path. Unlike DUAL, Vegas tries to quantify, not a relative, but an absolute number of packets enqueued at the bottleneck router as a function of the expected and actual transmission rate ( Figure 23 ).
The expected rate (dashed line in Figure 23 ) is a theoretical rate of a TCP flow in a congestion-free network state. This rate can occur if all transmitted data packets are successfully acknowledged within the minimal RTT (i.e., no loss, no congestion). Assuming that RT T min is constant, the expected rate is directly proportional to the size of the congestion window with a proportionality coefficient of 1/RT T min . The actual rate (bold solid line in Figure 23 ) can be expressed as the ratio between the current congestion window and the current RTT value. However, due to the finite capacity of the path, we can always find a point cwnd 0 on the graph when the actual rate is numerically equal to the expected rate, and all attempts to send at a faster rates (i.e., > cwnd 0 /RT T min ) will fail. Clearly, the number of packets enqueued during the last RTT is the difference Δ between the current congestion window and the inflection point in our graph; thus we have Δ = cwnd − cwnd 0 . According to our assumptions, this excess of data packets is the only cause of a corresponding RTT increase. Thus, Δ can be expressed as a function of the congestion window size, RT T and RT T min :
RT T Vegas incorporates this Δ measure into the Congestion Avoidance phase to control the sender's window of allowed outstanding data packets (see beneath "Congestion Avoidance," Figure 24 ). In other words, once every RTT Vegas checks the difference Δ between the expected rate (small circles in Figure 24 ) and the actual rate (solid line in Figure 24 ). If Δ is more than the predefined threshold β (e.g., according to Linux implementation, more than 4), the congestion window is decreased by one; otherwise, it is increased by one. However, to mitigate the effects of network parameter fluctuations and to provide system stabilization, the proposed algorithm defines a control dead-zone (hatched area in Figure 24 ) using additional threshold α. That is, the congestion window increase is allowed only if Δ is strictly less than α (e.g., less than 2). If Δ is between α and β, the system is considered to be in a steady state and no modifications to the congestion window are applied.
If no packets are dropped in the network, Vegas controls the congestion window using an additive increase and additive decrease (AIAD) policy. Reactions to packet losses are defined by any of the standard congestion control algorithms (either Reno, NewReno, or FACK).
Additionally, Vegas revises the Slow Start algorithm by slowing-down the opportunistic network resource probing. In particular, the updated algorithm restricts the congestion window to increase every other RTT (see beneath "SlowStart," Figure 24 ). This period is required in order to employ the bottleneck buffer estimation technique. As soon as Vegas As we can see from Figure 24 , TCP Vegas has the amazing property of rate stabilization in a steady state, which can significantly improve the overall throughput of a TCP flow. Unfortunately, despite this and other advantages, later research [23] , [25] , [32] discovered a number of issues, including the inability of Vegas to get a fair share when competing with aggressive TCP Reno-style flows (a reactive approach is always more aggressive). It also underestimates available network resources in some environments (e.g., in the case of multipath routing) and has a bias to new streams (i.e., newcomers get a bigger share) due to inaccurate RT T min estimates.
H. TCP Vegas+
Hasegawa et al. [23] have recognized a serious problem in TCP Vegas which prevents any attempts to deploy it. The Vegas proactive congestion-prevention mechanism (limiting buffering in the path) cannot effectively compete with the highly deployed Reno reactive mechanism (inducing network buffering and buffer overflowing). This point can be illustrated using an idealized convergence diagram for competition between Reno and Vegas flows ( Figure 25 ). While there is no buffering on the path, both flows slowly increase their share of network resources (x 0 -x 1 ). Excessive buffering forces Vegas to decrease its congestion window, but the Reno flow, unaware of this buffering, continues acquiring more network resources (x 1 -x 2 ). That is, opposite reactions of the two different congestion control algorithms (one growing, one diminishing) maintain the fixed buffering level in the network, leading to the proactive algorithm being completely pinched off (x 2 ). Buffers are purged only when the Reno flow detects a packet loss (x 3 ). After that, the convergence dynamics will start looping along the path TCP Vegas+ was proposed as a way to provide a way of incremental Vegas deployment. For this purpose, Vegas+ borrows from both the reactive (Reno-like aggressive) and proactive (Vegas-like moderate) congestion avoidance approaches. More specifically, the Congestion Avoidance phase of Vegas+ initially assumes a Vegas-friendly network environment and employs bottleneck buffer estimation to control the congestion window (i.e., Vegas rules). At the moment when an internal heuristic detects a Vegas-unfriendly environment, Congestion Avoidance falls back to the Reno algorithm.
The Vegas-friendliness/unfriendliness detection heuristic is based on a trend estimate of the RTT. The special state variable C is increased if the sender estimates an increase in the RTT and concurrently the size of the congestion window is unchanged or even reduced. In the opposite case, if the estimated RTT grows smaller, C is decreased. Clearly, large values of C indicate a Vegas-unfriendly network state (i.e., if the congestion window is stable, the RTT also should be stable). Transition to the aggressive mode is triggered when C exceeds a predefined threshold. Return to the moderate mode occurs only when C becomes zero. Vegas+ additionally defines two special cases for modifying the state variable: (1) entering Fast Recovery, C is divided in half, and (2) a packet loss detected by the retransmission timer reduces C to zero. In the example of Figure 25 , the unfriendliness will be easily detected during the transition from x 1 to x 2 and Reno's rules will be enforced, allowing the Vegas+ flow to obtain its fair share of network resources.
The Vegas+ solution does not try to solve the fundamental problems of Vegas discussed in Section II-G. Moreover, the reactive congestion control elements of Vegas+ practically nullify the inherited advantages of Vegas. Additionally, under some network conditions (like presence of a fluctuated congestion-unresponsive traffic or rerouting in the path) Vegas+ can unnecessarily transition to the aggressive mode and stay there indefinitely (assuming that probability of the loss detected by the retransmission timer is very low).
I. TCP Veno
Fu and Liew [24] propose a modification to the Reno congestion control algorithm (Section II-C) aimed at improving the throughput utilization of TCP. The key idea is to use The Veno (VEgas and reNO) algorithm defines two modifications. First, it limits the increase of the congestion window during the congestion avoidance phase if the Vegas buffer estimate shows excessive buffer utilization (i.e., Δ > β). In other words, if the Vegas estimate indicates a congestion state, the sender starts probing network resources very conservatively (increasing by one for every two RTT, "B" in Figure 26 ). Second, reducing the congestion window upon entering Fast Recovery is modified to halve the cwnd value only if the buffer estimate also indicates congestion. That is, in the event of detecting a loss and Δ > β, the congestion window will be halved. Otherwise, if only a loss is detected, it will be reduced to 80% of its current size.
To summarize, the effectiveness of the Veno algorithm is slightly improved in comparison to Reno. Veno flow tends to stay longer in the congestion avoidance state with larger congestion window values. However, the price for this is additional latency to discover network resources. The Veno modification has practically no effect on fairness. Therefore we can consider it to have the same characteristics as the base Reno algorithm.
J. TCP Vegas A
Besides the inability to compete with Reno flows effectively (see Section II-H), TCP Vegas has a number of other internal problems [25] . For instance, under certain circumstances, Vegas can inappropriately choke off the flow rate to nearly zero. This happens because the assumption that the RTT will change only due to buffering is not entirely true. In fact, if the RTT increases due to a routing change, the algorithm will make a wrong decision, leading to the reduced flow rate. To illustrate, Figure 27 presents two curves, one for a low-RTT/low-rate (1, for example a DSL link) and another for a high-RTT/high-rate (2, for example a satellite link) path. If a route changes from 1 to 2 when the congestion window size is equal to cwnd, the algorithm will wrongly calculate buffering Δ 2 and may exceed a threshold. The minimal RTT for the low-RTT/low-rate link will be erroneously used as a baseline in calculating the expected rate for the high-RTT/high-rate link. That is, having a congestion-free state, the estimate indicates congestion. Another assumption that surfaces occasionally and is incorrect is that all flows competing along the same path will observe the same RT T min . Let us consider a situation with two Vegas flows, one that has been transmitting data for a long time and the other which has just started transmitting. Naturally, the long-lived flow has more chances to observe the true minimal RTT, compared to the new flow. The difference between the minimum RTTs that the two flows observe causes a difference in congestion state estimates ( Figure 28 ): the old flow thinks that the network is congested while the new one estimated a congestion-free network state. As a consequence, the distribution of network resources favors the new flow.
Srithith et al. [25] have presented the VegasA (Vegas with Adaptation) algorithm, which extends the original Vegas congestion control with an adaptable mechanism. The threshold coefficients α and β from the Vegas algorithm are adjusted depending on the steady state dynamics of the actual transmission rate. That is, if VegasA detects an increase in the actual bandwidth while the system is in a stable state (i.e., α < Δ < β), it assumes a path change and shifts the boundaries of the control dead-zone upward (α = α + 1 and β = β + 1). The boundaries are shifted downward if some network anomaly is detected; for example, if the estimate is showing congestion-free state Δ < α, yet the rate in actuality has decreased. Additionally, boundaries are shifted downward every time the estimate shows the actual congestion.
Besides the threshold adaptability, VegasA adds additional conditions to the congestion window management algorithm. An increase is allowed in three cases: (1) if the estimate shows no congestion and a lower threshold α has a minimal value (the original Vegas rule); (2) if the actual rate has increased and the estimate is showing no congestion (Δ < α); or (3) the actual rate has decreased while the flow is in a steady state (α < Δ < β). A decrease should occur if either the network has been determined to be in a congestion state (Δ > β) or if the actual flow rate has decreased and the network has been determined to be congestion-free.
According to simulation results [25] , VegasA has substantial improvements in various aspects when compared to the original Vegas design. It preserves the Vegas properties of stabilizing throughput in a steady state and does not suffer significantly in the long term from changes in path RTT. To some extent, a VegasA flow can compete with Reno flows and acquire its resource share. However, these were only testing environments; the algorithm has not been evaluated in real networks. Moreover, VegasA do not address many other problem that are discussed in the next sections of this survey (such as the scalability issue in high-speed networks, resistance to random losses, etc.).
III. PACKET REORDERING
All the congestion control algorithms discussed in the previous section share the same assumption that the network generally does not reorder packets. This assumption has allowed the algorithms to create a simple loss detection mechanism without any need to modify the existing TCP specification [1] . The standard already requires receivers to report the sequence number of the last in-order delivered data packet each time a packet is received, even if received out of order [27] . For example, in response to a data packet sequence 5,6,7,10,11,12, the receiver will ACK the packet sequence 5,6,7,7,7,7). In the idealized case, the absence of reordering guarantees that an out-of-order delivery occurs only if some packet has been lost. Thus, if the sender sees several ACKs carrying the same sequence numbers (duplicate ACKs), it can be sure that the network has failed to deliver some data and can act accordingly (e.g., retransmit lost packet, infer a congestion state, and reduce the sending rate).
Of course in reality, packets are reordered [33] , [34] . This means that we cannot consider a single duplicate ACK (i.e., ACK for an already ACKed data packet) as a loss detection mechanism with high reliability. To solve this problem of a false loss detection, a solution employed as a rule of thumb establishes a threshold value for the minimal number of duplicate ACKs required to trigger a packet loss detection (e.g., three) [17] , [18] , [28] . However, there is a clear conflict with this approach. Loss detection will be unnecessarily delayed if the network does not reorder packets. At the same time, the sender will overreact (e.g., retransmit data or reduce transmission rate needlessly) if the network does in fact reorder packets.
Packet reordering can stem from various causes. For example, it can be erroneous software or hardware behavior, such as bugs, misconfigurations, or malfunctions. But packets can also be reordered in some networks as a side effect of a normal delivery process. For example, packets can be reordered if a router enforces diverse packets handling services (differentiated services [35] , [36] ) and internally reschedules packets in its queue (active queue management [37] , [38] ). Also if the network provides some level of delivery guarantees (e.g., wireless networks), the underlying layer (physical or link layer) can retransmit some portion of the data without TCP's prompting and cause a shuffling of the upper layer packets. Finally, channel bundling and packet processing parallelism will likely contribute a good portion of the future Internet [39] - [41] .
In this section we present a number of proposed TCP modifications that try to eliminate or mitigate reordering effects on TCP flow performance (Table II) . All of these solutions share the following ideas: (a) they allow nonzero probability of packet reordering, and (b) they can detect out-of-order events and respond with an increase in flow rate (optimistic reaction). Nonetheless, these proposals have fundamental differences due to a range of acceptable degrees of packet reordering, from moderate in TD-FR to extreme in TCP PR, and different baseline congestion control approaches. The development of these proposals is highlighted in Figure 29 .
A. TD-FR
A number of measurements conducted in the mid 1990s [33] proved the presence of out-of-order packet delivery in the Internet. This highlights the problem of potentially overpenalizing a TCP flow if its congestion control mechanism employs loss detection using duplicate ACKs. That is, in the absence of the congestion or packet losses, each event of packet reordering triggers at least one (and probably more) duplicate ACKs, which can be considered an indication of congested pathways and a guide for reducing the transmission rate.
At the same time, there are two observations about outof-order packet delivery. According to Paxson's work [33] , this effect is not uniformly distributed across network sites. Measurements identified a low level of reorderings (0.1%-2% on average), with peaks in some traces as high as 36%. Moreover, Paxson made the most interesting observation: the data transfers having the highest degrees of reordering also experienced almost no packet losses.
Paxson [33] proposed a simple way to eliminate the penalties of reordering through TD-FR, time delayed Fast Recovery. If a receiver does not respond immediately to out-of-order data packets with duplicate ACKs, but postpones the action (e.g., by 8-20 msec, depending on the reordering pattern), a majority of the reordering events will be hidden from the sender. However, the advantage of this solution is, at the same time, a disadvantage as well. The artificial delay, aimed at preventing overreaction, adds to the time required to detect actual losses. If the delay grows too big, the "fast" lossdetection mechanism becomes slower than a conventional loss detection based on RTO. Clearly, the nondeterministic nature of the reordering effect demands some path adaptation 
B. Eifel Algorithm
Ludwig and Katz [42] introduced the Eifel 2 algorithm as an alternative method to alleviate the negative effects of packet reordering in TCP throughput. Instead of the TD-FR approach of introducing additional delay to the loss detection process based on duplicate ACKs (Section III-A), Eifel tries to distinguish reordering and real loss events. It does not try to guess the event type upon reception of the first duplicate, but rather postpones the decision until the first non-duplicate ACK is received. In other words, if the TCP sender receives a number (e.g., 3) of duplicate ACKs, as in NewReno, it enters Fast Recovery. When a non-duplicate ACK is received, Eifel checks its content and makes a decision whether to continue Fast Recovery or abort recovery and restore the original congestion window value. The advantage of the Eifel algorithm is clearly visible in Figure 30 . On the one hand, the defined actions of Eifel do not affect normal operations of the base congestion control algorithm when there is no packet reordering. On the other hand, when some packets are reordered, the original sending rate will be restored very quickly.
To reach the right decision, Eifel must resolve the ambiguity of a retransmission [26] . To clarify, let us consider a situation 2 Authors choice of spelling, after a mountain range in western Germany where a TCP sender decides to retransmit a data packet (e.g., due to receiving several duplicate ACKs). After receiving the first non-duplicate ACK, the sender does not know whether the retransmission helped resolve the problem or whether the problem resolved itself (as in case of a long burst of reordered packets). If either ACKs carry additional information to indicate not only a sequence number, but also some identification of the actual transmission, or if the ACKs can indicate that the ACK itself has been triggered by a retransmitted data packet, the ambiguity problem is easily resolved. The latter case is the easiest and most "cost-effective" way. For example, we can assign two bits from the unused space in the TCP header, where one bit is used to indicate retransmission of a data packet and the other one to echo this information back to the sender in an ACK. Although theoretically possible, a change in the TCP protocol is highly undesirable, as it makes deployment practically impossible.
We could instead use a standardized and highly deployed TCP Timestamp option [31] . In this case, the sender maintains an additional state variable (a time of the first retransmission) for each retransmitted data packet. Having the Timestamp option, each ACK packet will explicitly indicate what we need. If a received non-duplicate ACK has a timestamp less than a corresponding state variable, the sender can be sure that no actual losses have occurred on the path and transmission should be returned to the original state. This ability to protect TCP transfer from the packet reorderings in Internet paths, achieved with relative simplicity, allowed Eifel to become an RFC standard in 2005 [43] .
C. TCP DOOR
Wang and Zhang [44] were concerned with TCP performance in mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), which feature route changes with high probability and thus are highly penalized by the conventional congestion control algorithms. During route changes many packets can be lost, causing congestion control to make the wrong decision for reducing the rate of flow. If we can identify a time interval during which the network route has changed, then we can eliminate the penalty in TCP throughput by temporarily disabling the During a route change event it is very probable that the order of IP packets will be changed. Thus, the problem to identify a route change can be replaced by identifying an outof-order packet delivery. Similar to Eifel (Section III-B), in order to detect packet reordering reliably, each data and ACK packet should carry some additional information. For example, this information can be included in a new TCP option in the form of a special counter, which is increased every time a new packet is sent. In this case, the receiver can easily detect reordering and report it to the sender using some bit, either in the TCP header or in a new TCP option field. Another variant considered in paper [44] is utilizing a well-known Timestamp option [31] in a manner similar to the standard Eifel algorithm.
A reaction to detecting packet reordering (which can be considered an equivalent to route change in MANETs) entails two components (Figure 31) . First, congestion control should be temporarily disabled to mitigate transition effects (time period T 1 in Figure 31 ). Second, if congestion control has recently reduced the sending rate due to loss detection (during time interval T 2 in Figure 31 ), the original state (the congestion window and retransmission timeout values) should revert (so called instant recovery). This action alleviates previous penalties from the detected rerouting event. The interval for the temporary congestion control disabling and the preceding time period for the instant recovery are not known a priori and depend on the actual network. Wang and Zhang conducted a number of simulations where they varied underlying routing protocols, timing values, and network conditions. Although some of the results show more than a 50% throughput improvement compared to TCP with the SACK option, there are cases with minimal to zero improvement.
D. TCP PR
Bohacek et al. [45] noticed that since packet reordering is a common event in the network (e.g., in mobile ad hoc networks), duplicate ACKs cannot be considered reliable indications of either loss in the path or of congestion. In TCP PR (Persistent Reordering), the authors no longer assume the validity of inferring something from duplicate ACKs. Instead, they focus on making the retransmission timeout a robust and reliable loss and congestion indicator in a wide range of network environments.
In contrast to previously developed congestion controls, TCP PR maintains a timestamp for each transmitted data packet. A loss is detected whenever the timestamp of a data packet becomes older than the estimated RTT maximum (M ). The concept of RTT maximum is similar to the RTO, but differs in implementation. Instead of the RTO recalculation once per RTT, the maximum estimate M is readjusted on each ACK arrival according to the formula:
As long as timeouts are treated optimistically (i.e., after a loss detection, flow is allowed to transmit at a multiplicatively reduced rate), TCP PR faces the problem of overreaction to multiple losses from the same congestion event, similar to Reno. To resolve this, each transmitted packet is also tagged with the current value of the congestion window. When a packet is lost, the congestion window is reduced by no more than half of the stored value for the lost packet.
Because of different loss detection mechanisms, we cannot directly compare TCP PR with the previous congestion control algorithms. If we assume that an algorithm based on finegrained timeouts is as robust as one based on duplicate ACKs, the fairness and effectiveness characteristics will be exactly the same as presented in Section II-C. Though this is not entirely true in all network environments, there are networks (e.g., MANETs), where duplicate ACKs are highly unreliable feedback. Thus, TCP PR can greatly help improve TCP efficacy in those cases, e.g., where the network normally reorders packets.
E. DSACK
The specification of the selective ACK extension for TCP [20] does not define particular actions to take if a receiver encounters a data packet which has already been delivered. This can happen, for example, if the network reorders or replicates data packets, or if the sender wrongly estimates the retransmission timeout. The DSACK (Duplicate Selective ACKnowledgements) specification [46] complements the standard and provides a backward-compatible way to report such duplicates.
DSACK requires the receiver to report each receipt of a duplicate packet to the sender. However, there are two possibilities of duplication, which should be treated in slightly different ways. First, the duplicated data can be some part of the acknowledged continuous data stream. Second, it can be a part of some isolated block. In the former case, a DSACKcompliant receiver should include a range of sequence numbers in the first block of the SACK option (Figure 32a ). In the latter case, besides including a duplicate range in the first block, the receiver should attach the isolated block at the second position in the SACK option (Figure 32b) . In that way, DSACK, without violating the SACK standard [20] , provides a way to report packet duplication. Similar to SACK, the DSACK specification does not specify any particular actions for the sender. Instead, its authors merely discuss several issues for future research. One such issue is the detection of packet reordering events. If a sender can assume that duplication is caused primarily by packet reordering, it can undo some previous congestion control actions upon receipt of a DSACK packet (similar to Eifel and DOOR). Other discussed issues include a differential treatment of the normal SACK and DSACK packets, an implementation of some form of an ACK congestion control, and resolving the issue of the RTO underestimation. However, DSACK-based solutions should not blindly trust the DSACK information, as the receiver can send faulty information, either intentionally or unintentionally.
F. RR TCP
The SACK option by itself can provide a lot of information about patterns of packet delivery. For example, the occurrence of a reordering event can be detected if the sender receives a selective ACK packet followed by a cumulative ACK. Moreover, in this case we can also calculate a reordering length, i.e., how long a packet was delayed, in terms of packets. However, this would work only if no packets were retransmitted. Otherwise, it is unknown which event (original or repeated transmission) might have helped to recover a packet loss previously reported by the SACK. An approach presented in RR TCP (Reordering Robust) [47] , [48] uses a DSACK to resolve the retransmission ambiguity. In short, after a sender retransmits a data packet that has been detected as lost, a succession of an ACK (or a SACK) and a DSACK, both covering the retransmitted packet, indicates that both the original transmission and the retransmission were actually successful. Because the sender knows the exact transmission sequence (the order packets were transmitted and retransmitted), reordering length can be easily calculated. The downside of this approach is that we cannot infer anything if either of the first or second ACK is lost.
RR TCP defines a way to use the calculated reordering length. If we know how long packets are usually delayed, we can adjust a threshold of duplicate ACKs (dupthresh, which usually is 3), which triggers the Fast Recovery phase. This, in contrast to Eifel (Section III-B) or DOOR (Section III-C), will proactively protect the sender from overreacting if packets have been reordered, not lost. Unfortunately, if dupthresh is set too high, all advantages of the robust loss detection will be eliminated. RR TCP includes a concept of a controlling loop for finding the optimal dupthresh value for a given path using a combined cost function, which integrates several costs including false timeouts and fast retransmits. Experimental evaluation shows consistent improvements with RR TCP, compared to TCP with the SACK option, in a wide range of network environments (i.e., varying delays, loss ration, reordering lengths). However, these improvements are effective only in long-lived TCP connections.
IV. DIFFERENTIAL SERVICES Different application types have different data transfer requirements. Some applications, composing one group, have strict requirements for request-response delay and throughput (e.g., WEB browsing, FTP transfer, etc.). Other applications do not have any particular requirements and are highly tolerant of the network conditions (e.g., automatic updates). In general, if traffic of the first application group can be prioritized, the overall user-perceived quality of service in the network (QoS) can be increased [49] . Unfortunately, due to a high level of Internet heterogeneity, even though there have been a number of attempts to provide a QoS functionality on the network (IP) level [50] , [51] , this feature is not yet globally available [52] . To overcome the deployment problem and yet provide some level of QoS, two host-to-host TCP-based prioritization techniques have been proposed (Table III) .
The central idea among the proposed solutions is to enforce and guarantee, through special congestion control policies, an "unfair" network share distribution between high-and low-priority flows. This idea may seem to contradict the basic fairness requirement for TCP congestion control: a new congestion control should not be more aggressive than the standard TCP congestion control algorithms (Reno, NewReno, and SACK). However, if we restrict the TCP-based QoS scope only to a low-priority service (i.e., to a problem of finding congestion control policies that would guarantee the network resource release if there are high-priority-standard TCPflows present), then we definitely will comply with the fairness requirement.
In the remaining part of this section we will provide an overview of the two existing TCP-based QoS proposals (Table III) , which share the idea of providing a one-level, low-priority data transfer service. The key differences between proposals are: (a) different baseline congestion control algorithms (Vegas for Nice and Reno for LP, see Figure 33 ), and (b) different mechanisms to detect the presence of a highpriority data transfer.
A. TCP Nice
Venkataramani et al. [53] identified the need to optimize the network resources in the presence of a large number 1 TCP specification modification: S = the sender reactions, R = the receiver reactions, P = the protocol specification * optional or available in patch form of background transfers-automatic updates, data backups, peer-to-peer file sharing, etc. As a solution, they proposed a new congestion control algorithm, TCP Nice, that enables a simple distributed host-to-host mechanism to minimize the interference between high-priority (foreground) and low-priority (background) flows. More particularly, Nice's congestion control policies are adjusted to react highly conservatively to all detected network state changes. In one sense, Nice considers all standard TCP flows as carrying high-priority data and tries to consume the network resources only if nobody else uses them.
The design of Nice is based on the Vegas algorithm (see Section II-G). There are two main reasons for this choice: (1) Vegas incorporates a proactive congestion detection mechanism which allows redistributing network resources between competing TCP flows without inducing any packet losses (i.e., interference between Vegas flows is lower than that for standard TCP flows); (2) due to its proactive nature, a TCP flow running the Vegas congestion control algorithm has problems capturing its network resource share while competing with a reactive Reno-like TCP flow (i.e., standard TCP flow), i.e., Vegas itself provides some level of a low-priority data transfer service.
To provide a guarantee of the transmission rate reduction in the presence of standard TCP flows, Nice defines a concept similar to the queueing delay threshold defined in the DUAL algorithm (Section II-B). However, there are several major differences. First, the queuing delay is compared to the threshold upon the arrival of each non-duplicate ACK packet. Second, instead of the averaged RTT, a current RTT sample is used in queuing delay calculations. Finally, the occurrence of a current queuing delay estimate exceeding the threshold does not automatically trigger changes in the congestion windows. Instead, Nice counts the number of times (X) that the queuing delay exceeds the threshold during each RTT period:
The counted value X estimates the number of ACK packets which have been delayed due to interference with cross traffic (e.g., high-priority flows). If we assume the idealized case when no ACKs are lost or delayed by the receiver, then the ratio between X and the congestion window (measured in packets) would estimate a percent of enqueued (delayed) packets during the latest RTT. In Nice, if this estimate exceeds a predefined threshold, the congestion window is halved (Figure 34 ). The right choice of threshold value can make Nice much more sensible than both the original DUAL and Vegas algorithms. In addition, Nice allows the congestion window size to be a fraction (the minimum is 1/48), meaning that only one packet is allowed to be sent in several RTT periods (48 RTTs in the worst case). This makes Nice even more conservative in network resource utilization in the presence of cross traffic.
B. TCP LP
Almost concurrently with the Nice algorithm proposal (see Section IV-A), Kuzmanovic and Knightly [49] , [54] presented a similar algorithm, TCP LP (Low Priority). It aimed to provide a low-priority data transfer service for background applications (e.g., software updates, data backup, etc.). However, for the baseline congestion control algorithm, its authors have chosen NewReno instead of Vegas. Other differences are in the way the presence of cross traffic is detected and what preventive measures are applied to minimize interference.
In TCP LP the DUAL's calculation of a queuing delay (see Section II-B) is refined progressively by using more accurate delay estimates. For this purpose LP makes use of the Timestamp option [31] and applies heuristics to estimate the one-way propagation delay (e.g., similar to Choi and Yoo's proposal [55] ). Although this can complicate queueing delay calculations, the resulting values are much more resistant to congestion in the reverse channel, thus the level of false congestion detections is substantially decreased. The actual process of congestion detection (in terms of LP it is early congestion detection) with minor modifications repeats the one defined in DUAL: (1) LP maintains minimum and maximum one-way delays during the connection lifetime, and (2) once every RTT, TCP LP compares the current one-way delay estimate with a predefined threshold (a fraction of queuing delay plus a minimum of one-way delay).
The unique feature of the TCP LP algorithm is its reaction to early congestion detection. Upon detection of a first such event, LP reduces the congestion window to half the current value and starts the inference timer. If the sender triggers another early congestion detection event before the timer NS2 simulations and real-world experiments using a Linux implementation of the LP algorithm have shown that it indeed has the desired property of yielding network resources to the standard TCP (high-priority) flows and, at the same time, successfully utilizing the network bandwidth if no such flows are present. Moreover, LP is able to fairly distribute the network resources among low-priority flows (inter-fairness).
There is no definitive answer to whether the TCP LP algorithm or Nice algorithm is better. On one hand, both of them are extremely sensitive to activity in the network, and thus fulfill a necessary condition for the low-priority service implementation. But on the other hand, there is a big question as to how well both algorithms are able to utilize the network capacity if only low-priority flows are present. Although Nice and LP should have the same characteristics as the baseline algorithms (Vegas and NewReno respectively), this has not been proved. Moreover, widespread use of wireless and high-speed networks limit the applicability of either Nice or LP, due to ineffectiveness of the baseline algorithms in those environments. Although Kuzmanovic et al. [56] made an attempt to create a high-speed modification of LP, HSTCP-LP, additional research is required to investigate a real-world applicability of the designed solution.
V. WIRELESS NETWORKS
The growing spread of wireless networks has highlighted the need for TCP protocol modification. Originally designed for wired networks where congestion is the primary cause of packet losses, TCP is unable to react adequately to packet losses not related to congestion. Indeed, if a data packet is lost due to short-term radio frequency interference, then there are no router buffer overflows and TCP's decision to reduce the congestion window is wrong. Instead, it should just recover from the loss and continue the transmission as if nothing had happened.
Several solutions have been proposed to resolve this problem. One group gives up the idea of a pure host-to-host data transfer either by (a) requiring routers to disclose the network state (e.g., using explicit congestion notification [57] ), by (b) relying on network channels to recover from the noncongestion-related losses (e.g., link-layer retransmission [58] or TCP packet snooping and loss recovery by intermediate routers [59] ), or by (c) isolating the wireless error-prone and Fig. 36 . Evolutionary graph of TCP variants that enable resistance to random losses wired error-safe transmission paths using an intermediate host [60] , [61] . These approaches are beyond the scope of this survey and have been thoroughly discussed by Lochert et al. [2] .
In this section we focus on solutions that keep the hostto-host idea and at the same time provide some level of resistance to non-congestion related packet losses. The bandwidth estimation technique proposed by Mascolo et al. as a part of TCP Westwood [62] laid the foundation for the sender-side distinguishing between a congestion-related and an unrelated (random) loss without any support from the network. Research that follows ( Figure 36 ) identified several of Westwood's weaknesses, for example, bandwidth overestimation, insufficient robustness in networks with extreme levels of transmission errors, etc. Table IV shows characteristic features of refinements in Westwood that try to mitigate discovered problems.
A. TCP Westwood/Westwood+
TCP Westwood proposed by Mascolo et al. [62] keeps the distributed network-independent ideology of TCP and is a modification of the NewReno TCP congestion control algorithm. At the same time, it can significantly improve the data transfer efficiency in error-prone networks (e.g., wireless). To do so Westwood replaces the blind Reno's congestion control actions that are triggered by loss detection (i.e., halving if three duplicate ACKs are received) with a heuristic-based procedure of setting the congestion window w to an optimal value (Faster Recovery). As an optimum, the heuristic considers a value which corresponds to a data transfer rate observed in the recent past (w ≈ rate × RT T ). Indeed if there is a random error due to wireless interference, the optimum would reflect the best choice for the sender: transmission without any rate reduction. In another case, if a packet is lost due to congestion in the network, the data reception rate recently observed by the receiver is exactly the rate at which the network is capable of delivering data from the sender ("achieved data rate"). If the sender continues transmission at a rate equal to that observed by the receiver, the number of newly transmitted packets will be equal to the number of delivered packets (router queues would not be growing), and additional congestion will be prevented.
Having this win-win situation for all packet loss cases, the only question is how the sender can discover the rate observed by the receiver. As a direct solution we can ask the receiver to send special rate notifications. However, from the deployment point of view, this is extremely hard. The proposed [62] and later patented [63] solution is to perform a senderside estimation of the actual delivery rate based on an existing notification mechanism (i.e., using ACK packets).
To illustrate the rationale behind this estimate, let us consider the following example ( Figure 37 ). If we assume that an ACK packet is generated right after a data packet is received and that ACKs are evenly delayed in the return path, the ACK rate observed by the sender will be equal to the data delivery rate observed by the receiver. To calculate the forward-path bandwidth actually utilized, we just need to multiply the ACK rate by the amount of acknowledged data. The bandwidth calculation holds in the long term even if some ACKs are lost or delayed by the receiver; i.e., a decrease in the ACK rate will be compensated by an increase in the acknowledged data amount.
To mitigate fluctuations, Westwood has a two-level bandwidth estimate processing capability. On the first level, the instantaneous estimate is calculated upon reception of an ACK packet (b = d/Δ, where d is the amount of acknowledged data by the ACK and Δ is the time elapsed since the last ACK received). On the second level, the calculated instantaneous values are averaged with a special discrete time filter [62] :
where α(Δ) is the averaging coefficient, as a function of Δ; b and b −1 are current and previous samples of the bandwidth estimate; and B −1 is the previously calculated average value of the estimate.
Although set-up experiments have shown a good level of precision for Westwood's estimate, practice has discovered that the calculation may be substantially wrong in certain network conditions [64] , [66] . For example, in the presence of the ACK compression effect [69] , when ACKs are differently delayed and grouped due to congestion over the reverse path, discrete averaging of instantaneous bandwidth estimation samples leads to substantial overestimation. For that reason, in the revised Westwood+ algorithm [64] the estimate has been changed so that it is calculated with RTT granularity; i.e., in the formula b = d/Δ, d is now the amount of acknowledged data during the last RTT and Δ is the RTT itself. This estimate of average bandwidth during the last RTT is defined to be further averaged in long-term using the wellknown exponential smoothing technique, with a smoothing factor α = 0.9:
Although it has been asserted the Westwood algorithm shows good fairness properties, this is not entirely straightforward from a theoretical point of view. Presence of intrafairness property (i.e., fairness between TCP flows running the Westwood algorithm) can be shown using the diagram in Figure 38 . After two flows start competing from any state x 0 , they increase their congestion window (i.e., share of network resources) evenly, until a network limit is reached. It can be shown that if two Westwood flows simultaneously detect a congestion event and reduce their congestion windows w based on the achieved rate estimate (w = B × RT T ), the ratio between flows' congestion windows would remain intact. During the consecutive Congestion Avoidance phase, the ratio would slowly increase (e.g., if upon loss detection the congestion window sizes of the two flows have the ratio 1:10, then after ten steps of linear increase-in ten RTTs-a new ratio would be 11 :20) . Clearly, in a finite number of steps, the ratio between congestion window sizes will become very close to one.
Unfortunately, inter-fairness or fairness between Westwood and legacy Reno-type flows is not quite definite. In an idealized case, when a Westwood flow knows the exact amount of utilized network resources, a Reno flow will be suppressed. This will happen, in theory, because Reno always halves its network share while Westwood sets it depending on the estimate value. However, in practice, due to various random processes in the network and an imprecise bandwidth estimation technique (ACKs may be delayed or lost), Westwood/Westwood+ flows can compete successfully and relatively fairly with Reno-type flows.
B. TCPW CRB
Wang et al. [65] acknowledged the critical vulnerability of Westwood: under certain network conditions the bandwidth estimation (BE) technique gives highly inaccurate results. As a solution to this problem they proposed TCPW CRB (Westwood with Combined Rate and Bandwidth estimation), which refines the estimation algorithm by complementing it with a conservative long-term bandwidth calculation ("rate estimation" RE) technique. It is similar to one from the Westwood+ proposal, but the sampling period is some predefined constant T , instead of a measured RTT.
Experimental results show that the long-term estimate prevents overestimation if a network is experiencing congestion. At the same time, it is likely to underestimate bandwidth in the presence of random errors. To tackle both underestimation and overestimation problems simultaneously, CRB maintains two estimates, an old and a new. Upon detecting a packet loss, CRB chooses one of the estimates depending on the assumed predominant loss type: the old estimate for random loss (i.e., new value of the congestion window is calculated as BE × RT T min ) and the new one for congestion loss (i.e., the congestion window is set to RE × RT T min ).
A primary cause for loss is assumed to be congestion when the long-term bandwidth estimate RE shows a high level of imprecision, which is determined by comparing the ratio between the current congestion window size and relation RE × RT T min to a predefined threshold θ. If this ratio is lower than the threshold θ (e.g., θ = 1.4), a congestion event is assumed; otherwise, CRB thinks that loss is not related to congestion.
As long as CRB does not conceptually change Westwood policies upon detecting a loss (i.e., Faster Recovery), intrafairness characteristics remain unchanged. CRB authors claim that the dual bandwidth estimate (BE and RE) improves Westwood fairness to legacy Reno/NewReno flows. However, this has been confirmed only through a number of NS2 simulations and the authors agree that future investigation is required to evaluate CRB in wide-range network scenarios that include real Internet experiments.
C. TCPW ABSE
As an extension of CRB (Section V-B), Wang et al. [66] proposed TCPW ABSE (Westwood with Adaptive Bandwidth Share Estimation). ABSE leverages the idea of dual bandwidth estimation by introducing a bandwidth sampling interval adaptation mechanism. In other words, instead of two predetermined sample intervals for CRB (ACK inter-arrival and a long predefined constant period), ABSE continuously changes the interval depending on an estimated network state. The network state estimation heuristic is adapted to directly control the length of a sampling interval Δ in slightly changed form compared to CRB:
where Δ min is a predefined minimal sampling interval, V E is a Vegas-type estimation of expected rate (V E = cwnd/RT T min , see Section II-G), and RE is an exponentially averaged bandwidth estimate with a sampling interval equal to the RTT, similar to Westwood+ (Section V-A). If the current value of RE is significantly smaller than predicted by the Vegas-like estimation V E, the network is likely to be in severe congestion. Thus, similar to CRB, a long sampling interval will be calculated (i.e., Δ is close to RT T when RE → 0). In the opposite case, when V E and RE are close (i.e., when a number of lost packets are close to or equal zero and when RTT is close to the minimal value), the minimal sampling interval will be used. Clearly, these observations of the border cases comply with the definition of the CRB heuristic. It is claimed that smooth adaptation of the sampling interval improves estimation precision in transition periods. In addition to the adaptive calculation of a sampling interval, ABSE also defines a varied exponential smoothing coefficient for averaging bandwidth estimation samples. The basic idea is to make the averaging sharper if availability of network resources is changing very dynamically (the new sample should have a bigger impact on the averaged value), and smoother otherwise. The level of dynamics is calculated through a bandwidth estimate jitter. Through NS2 simulations, ABSE's authors have confirmed that the varied smoothing coefficient is able to help achieve a fast response to changes, and at the same time provide resistance to the noise.
Similar to CRB, ABSE does not change Westwood's concept of Faster Recovery, and thus has similar inter-fairness properties. In addition, NS2 simulations showed very good characteristics of ABSE fairness to legacy NewReno flows. However, real-world experiments are required to confirm simulation results.
D. TCPW BR
Though the Westwood approach (Sections V-A through V-C) can significantly improve the effective TCP throughput in the presence of non-congestion related packet losses, Yang et al. [67] discovered that it cannot effectively handle volumes of random errors (> 2%). A newly proposed TCPW BR (Westwood with Bulk Repeat) algorithm is also based on Westwood, but additionally integrates a special loss-type detection mechanism. Upon each loss detection, if it is estimated to be non-congestion related, BR applies very aggressive (highly optimistic) recovery policies instead of the original ones. The proposed loss type estimation mechanism in BR is a compound of two loss-detection algorithms [70] : the queuing delay estimation threshold and rate gap threshold algorithms.
The queuing delay estimation threshold (QDET) algorithm is similar to Spike [71] and is based on the DUAL concept of measuring the queuing delay (Section II-B). The main difference is that QDET maintains two thresholds T start and T end . T start represents a condition for entering the state when all losses are assumed to be caused by congestion (T start = α · Q max ). T end is a condition for returning to the default state when non-congestion loss type is assumed (T start = β · Q max ). The threshold coefficients α and β can be, for example, 0.4 and 0.05 respectively.
The rate gap threshold algorithm is based on comparing a Westwood's bandwidth estimate (BE) to a fraction α of the expected throughput (V E). The latter is calculated in a manner similar to Vegas (Section II-G): V E = cwnd/RT T min . If Westwood's estimate is less than the predefined fraction of expected throughput, loss is assumed to be due to a congestion event; otherwise, non-congestion related loss type is assumed. The rationale behind this comparison is that when there is no congestion, even in the face of a substantial number of packet losses, the data throughput is still relatively close to the expected (i.e., RT T is close to RT T min and the amount of delivered data packets during last the RTT is close to cwnd).
Yand et al. [67] claimed that utilizing two loss-type estimation mechanisms increases estimation precision and reduces the number of false positives. This is especially crucial because of BR's policies when detecting a non-congestion loss. If this is the case, BR immediately retransmits all data packets that have been transmitted and have not yet been acknowledged (outstanding data packets), and does not modify the congestion window size. In some environments these policies can be extremely helpful in the case of real non-congestion losses, and much more effective than TCP SACK/FACK (Section II-E, II-F) policies due to their internal limitations (i.e., one SACK can indicate no more than four blocks of lost packets).
In addition, BR changes the retransmission timer backoff algorithm (see Section II-A) by limiting a maximum timer value during non-congestion packet losses with a predefined constant. This decision improves the recovery time in environments where the probability of loss is extremely high.
E. TCPW BBE
Shimonishi et al. [68] showed that flows running the Westwood, Westwood+ (Section V-A), or ABSE (Section V-C) congestion control algorithms can be highly unfair to standard TCP flows if the network has limited buffering capabilities. To resolve this problem, they introduced BBE, a Bottleneck and Buffer Estimation algorithm that refines the Westwood policy of reducing the congestion window size w upon detecting a loss. More specifically, BBE complements the congestion window reduction policy with an additional variable coefficient μ ≤ 1: w = RT T min × B × μ, where B is the Westwood estimate of a recent achievable rate. This coefficient borrows DUAL's concept (Section II-B) of sensing the current network state: when the current queuing delay Q is close to a maximum Q max , the network is considered to be experiencing congestion and μ should be 1/2 (i.e., same as the standard TCP during congestion); otherwise, the network is congestionfree, and μ can be 1. The actual proposed calculation of the coefficient μ is defined as μ = Q max /(Q + Q max ) where Q max is not just the maximum queuing delay observed during the connection lifetime, but the exponentially smoothed queuing delay samples obtained just before each loss detection event. This technique allows BBE to adapt easily to network changes.
Additionally, BBE recognizes the overestimation problem in the original Westwood algorithm and proposes a hybrid estimation technique. In particular, BBE calculates the achievable rate as a weighted sum of two estimates: the variable sampling rate B v (e.g., ACK rate, as in original Westwood) and a constant sampling rate B c (e.g., 1/RTT as in Westwood+). The weighting is as follows:
The coefficient γ, similar to the above-mentioned additional reduction coefficient μ, relies on the queuing delay concept: γ = 1/e α×RT T /RT Tmax where α is some large positive constant. As we can see, the estimate calculation follows a general observation: the constant rate sampling is more precise when the network is experiencing congestion (i.e., B c has more weight when RT T is close to RT T max ), and the variable rate is more precise when the network is congestion-free (i.e., B v has more weight when RTT is far from RT T max ).
The simulation results provided by BBE's authors have shown quite a good fairness to the legacy NewReno flows, along with a good data transfer performance comparable to the original Westwood algorithm. However, without further theoretical and practical investigations it cannot be claimed that BBE provides a universal solution for congestion control in wired-wireless networks. Moreover, appearance of the highspeed networks (both wired and wireless) has opened a number of other problems (see Section VI) which outweigh the issue of fairness to NewReno, under a wide variety of network conditions. 
VI. HIGH-SPEED/LONG-DELAY NETWORKS
The emergence of high-speed networks uncovered the inability of deployed TCP variants (Reno, NewReno, SACK, etc.) to use the resources of these networks effectively. All of the congestion control algorithms discussed in Sections II through V improve different aspects of efficiency for data transfer, without questioning the basic principle on which it rests, which was defined as far back as 1988 as part of Tahoe (Section II-A): network resource discovery during the congestion avoidance phase should be highly conservative. In TCP implementations, this principle was generally realized with a congestion window (cwnd) increase by one packet for each RTT if no errors were detected. This works quite well if network capacity or round-trip delays are relatively small, but does not work well otherwise.
To illustrate the problem-sometimes referred to as the bandwidth-delay product problem (BDP problem)-let us consider a TCP flow trying to discover all the resources of some network channel. The minimum time required for this, assuming there are no packet losses, is on the order of the channel bandwidth delay product (BDP). More precisely, to get to a theoretical upper bound of a TCP data transfer rate (D × cwnd/RT T , where D is a maximum data packet), Reno/NewReno flow needs about D × cwnd RTTs, because cwnd increases by one every RTT. In a network having 10 GiBit/s capacity, 100 ms round-trip delay, and a maximum data packet size of 1500 bytes, it would take almost two hours [72] , [73] . Moreover, all the packets must be delivered during these two hours, and that is equivalent to an unrealistic packet loss probability.
In the remaining part of this section we discuss various solutions ( Table V) that address several congestion control problems. Although these solutions rest on different assumptions and approaches (see Figure 39) , they have the same objective: to create an ideal algorithm for high-speed (e.g., optical) or large delay (e.g., satellite) links. The algorithm should simultaneously (a) provide for efficient use of network 
A. HS TCP
After recognizing TCP's efficiency problem in high-speed networks, Floyd [72] , [74] proposed the HS-TCP (HighSpeed TCP) algorithm. This is an experimental congestion control method that has several objectives. Among them are (a) efficiency in high bandwidth-delay product (BDP) networks, without relying on unrealistically low loss rates; and (b) fairness to standard TCP in high loss rate environments. For this purpose HS-TCP replaces the standard NewReno increase coefficient α in Congestion Avoidance and decrease factor β after a minor loss detection (during the Fast Recovery phase) by functions of the congestion window size (α(w) and β(w), respectively).
These functions α(w) and β(w) are obtained based on the above-mentioned objectives defined in terms of the achievable congestion window size and the required loss rate (bold curve in Figure 40 ). That is, on the one hand, HS-TCP should be able to utilize the 10 Gbps link for the network with a loss rate not exceeding 10 −7 (NewReno is unable to utilize this link if the loss rate exceeds 10 −10 ). On the other hand, it should act like a standard NewReno [19] in environments with loss probability higher than 10 −3 . The resulting functions α(w) and β(w) vary from 1 and 0.5, respectively, when the congestion window is less than or equal to 38 packets (i.e., it has same behavior as NewReno when the congestion window is small) to (and beyond) 70 and 0.1 when the congestion window is more than 84k packets. Figure 41 shows the schematic comparison between HS-TCP and NewReno behavior during Congestion Avoidance/Fast Recovery phases. As we can see, at high congestion window sizes (or low loss rates) HS-TCP probes the network resources more aggressively than Reno and, at the same time, reacts more conservatively to loss detection events. This behavior considerably increases the efficiency of high-speed/long-delay networks. However, the tradeoff is an increased level of packet 1 TCP specification modification: S = the sender reactions, R = the receiver reactions, P = the protocol specification 2 Microsoft TM operating systems: S for server versions 3 Network simulators * optional or available in patch form losses: more packets are lost during congestion events, which occur more frequently. The high-speed/long-delay networks create one more problem for TCP. During the initial Slow Start phase when an approximate network limit is still unknown, the unbounded exponential probing (see Tahoe in Section II-A) can lead to a loss of extremely large numbers of packets. For example, in a 10 Gbps link with 100 ms RTT, Slow Start (in the worst case) can cause a loss of about 83,000 packets, which is approximately 120 MBytes of wasted network resources. To resolve this problem, Floyd [92] proposed a complementary algorithm that bounds the maximum increase step during Slow Start to 100 packets (Limited Slow Start). It is expected that this limitation will not have a significant impact on performance. There are two reasons why this is so. First, Slow Start operates only during initialization, or re-initialization after a timeout. In other words, it is insignificant for longlived flow performance. Second, it takes about 8 seconds to fully utilize a 1 Gbps link with 100 ms RTT, which is assumed to be a reasonable payoff for a significant reduction of induced packet losses.
Another important question for a new congestion control algorithm is how flows that utilize it interact with each other (intra-fairness) and with other flows (inter-fairness), including standard TCP flows. By definition, during severe congestion situations (when the loss probability is high) HS-TCP is equivalent to standard Reno and thus inherits all its characteristics. In high-speed/long-delay networks, HS-TCP explicitly does not consider fairness to standard TCP flows to be significantly important, because standard flows cannot effectively utilize the available network resources. However, intra-fairness property is highly important. Fortunately, it can be shown that because HS-TCP does not change the core additive increase multiplicative decrease (AIMD) concept of NewReno-namely, that during Congestion Avoidance the window is increased by almost a constant number of packets each RTT and decreased during Fast Recovery by a fraction of itself (Figure 11 )-NewReno's intra-fairness properties are preserved. However, HS-TCP has substantial problems with fairness if flows have different RTTs. Although this problem is inherited from Reno [78] , subsequent research discovered that AIMD coefficient scaling (functions instead of constants) significantly intensifies this problem. A number of congestion control algorithms discussed later in this survey (Hybla in Section VI-D, H-TCP in Section VI-C, FAST in Section VI-I, CUBIC in Section VI-H) address this problem and, at the same time, preserve data transfer effectiveness in high-speed/longdelay networks.
B. STCP
Kelly [73] proposed STCP (Scalable TCP) as an alternative to HS-TCP (Section VI-A) to solve the data transfer effectiveness problem in high-speed/long-delay networks. Instead of complicated AIMD coefficient calculations, STCP rejects the core AIMD concept and introduces a multiplicative increase multiplicative decrease idea (MIMD). In other words, during Congestion Avoidance an STCP flow increases its congestion window w by a fraction α of the window size with each RTT (i.e., w = w + α× w, where α = 0.01). During Fast Recovery, it reduces the congestion window by a different fraction β upon detecting a loss (i.e., w = w − β × w, where β = 0.125). A hypothetical congestion window dynamic of STCP looks similar to that of HS-TCP, but with increased frequency and sharpness of increase/decrease phases ( Figure 42) .
Clearly, the proposed modifications resolve the target problem by making the increase/decrease dynamics follow exponential functions, which scale quite well in many environments. However, the solution creates a number of critical problems. First, from Figure 42 we can easily recognize that even one STCP flow moves the network to a state of nearly constant congestion. This is generally undesirable for most networks. Second, inter-fairness characteristics (i.e., fairness to standard flows) are similar to HS-TCP: in the low-loss rate zone (<10 −3 ), STCP does not even try to be inter-fair, assuming that standard TCP flows cannot effectively utilize network resources; in the high-loss zone, STCP behaves like standard TCP. Third, the MIMD approach does not conceptually provide intra-fairness (i.e., fairness between STCP flows). That is, under the assumption that two STCP flows are experiencing the same RTTs and are able to detect a packet loss simultaneously, the flow with the larger initial share will always have an advantage (Figure 43 ). This happens because multiplicative increase and multiplicative decrease policies essentially preserve a ratio between congestion window sizes of the flows. Finally, it can be shown that due to MIMD policies, an STCP flow is extremely unfair, both to STCP and to standard TCP flows that have higher RTT values [78] .
C. H-TCP
Leith and Shorten [75] , [76] presented one more alternative to congestion control for TCP, called H-TCP (Hamilton TCP), which is intended to have good fairness (inter-, intra-, RTT-) and effectiveness properties. The key idea of their proposal is that the congestion window increase step α in Congestion Avoidance should be a non-decreasing function of the time elapsed since the last congestion event (Δ). In one sense, this is similar to HS-TCP (Section VI-A) where the network resource probing steps (i.e., the congestion window increase per RTT) grow as the congestion window itself is growing. However, the functional dependence of the elapsed time Δ has one significant advantage over the dependence of the congestion window: namely, that no matter how large the initial congestion window sizes have been, flows experiencing the same network conditions will exhibit the same congestion window increase dynamics. In other words, an H-TCP flow is fair to other H-TCP flows present in the same network path.
To demonstrate that this holds, one can build a convergence diagram of the two competing H-TCP flows and observe that it looks similar to Figure 11 , assuming that after a loss detection, both flows decrease their congestion windows by half. More specifically, H-TCP defines the increase in the congestion window w as α(Δ) for each RTT (equivalent to increase as a fraction α(Δ)/w for each reception of non-duplicate ACK, where w is the current congestion window size. α(Δ) is the polynomial function over time Δ elapsed since the last congestion event, as follows:
where Δ low is a predefined threshold of H-TCP's compatibility mode-i.e., whenever Δ < Δ low , α(Δ) = 1.
It can be noted that this definition of α(Δ) still leads to some degree of RTT-unfairness. For example, let us consider two H-TCP flows competing with each other and having different RTT values (Figure 44 ). If we assume that α(Δ) is calculated once per RTT at time 0, T 1 , and T 2 (note, with this assumption we do not change the H-TCP principle, but it allows us to highlight the problem), we see that a flow having a longer RTT always loses to a flow with a shorter RTT. To mitigate this effect, H-TCP defines an optional mechanism of scaling the α(Δ) to a reference RTT (RT T ref ) which, as an example, can be 100 ms:
In addition to these changes in the Congestion Avoidance phase, the H-TCP proposal includes a small modification of the congestion window reduction policy in Fast Recovery. More specifically, upon detecting a packet loss, H-TCP estimates the achieved flow's throughput B(k) and compares it with the estimate of the preceding loss event B(k − 1). If the absolute value of the relation
is less than 0.2, the congestion window is reduced by the ratio RT T min /RT T max ; otherwise, the coefficient 0.5 is used. However, later in the Internet-Draft proposal, Leith [76] removed the Fast Recovery modification from H-TCP. 
D. TCP Hybla
Caini and Firrincieli [77] emphasized the problem of degradation of TCP throughput with standard congestion controlNewReno-in long-delay networks. It can be shown that in NewReno's Congestion Avoidance, the congestion window size w is inversely dependent on RTT, and the TCP throughput B has an upper bound that is inversely dependant on RT T 2 (the throughput can be approximated by the expression B ∼ = w/RT T ). Clearly, a flow with a shorter RTT will always have an advantage compared to a flow with a longer RTT. In heterogeneous networks, especially with satellite segments, the RTTs may be different by several orders of magnitude, potentially resulting in catastrophic unfairness in the network resource distribution.
To resolve this RTT-unfairness problem, a Hybla algorithm has been proposed [77] . This algorithm introduces modifications to the NewReno's Slow Start and Congestion Avoidance phases that make them semi-independent of RTT. In particular, to obtain the normalized increase steps in both phases, the scaling factor ρ is calculated according to the equation ρ = RT T /RT T ref , where RT T ref is a reference RTT (e.g., 25 ms). Formally, the increase steps upon receiving ACK packet are defined as follows:
This definition is illustrated in Figure 45 , where three flows having different RTT values are presented. The higher the RTT value, the higher the ratio ρ becomes and the congestion window is increased more rapidly with each ACK packet reception. As a consequence, during the same time period, flows will result in different congestion window values. However, if we calculate the upper bound of the TCP throughput (i.e., the ratio between the congestion window and the RTT), we will see that all three flows can transmit data at similar rates (≈ 2 MByte/s after 500 ms).
In addition, Hybla introduces two more techniques that complement the congestion control: pacing the transmission of data packets [93] and estimating the initial slow-start threshold using the packet pair algorithm [85] . The pacing is essentially setting up a minimal delay between transmission of any two consecutive packets. It is meant to smooth the burst-nature of TCP transmissions. The packet pair algorithm provides an ability to estimate the network path capacity. Knowledge of the network capacity may help us improve the convergence speed and, to some degree, provides a scalability in high-BDP networks.
A number of experimental evaluations [77] have confirmed remarkable RTT-friendliness of the Hybla algorithm. However, the cost of this friendliness is an increased aggressiveness of the flows with larger RTT values. At the same time, these flows have a slower feedback rate-a packet loss can be detected no earlier than delivery of a packet can be confirmed (i.e., feedback rate is proportional to 1/RTT). Thus, more aggressive flows can easily congest the network before they detect any packet loss. To some extent, pacing technique soften, but cannot eliminate this problem. Additionally, Hybla is designed to fall back to the standard mode (to Reno-like congestion control rules) if a flow's RTT is less than a predefined reference value. This property limits applicability of Hybla to satellite-like channels: Hybla, similar to the standard Reno, is unable to work effectively in high-speed networks with relatively small delays.
E. BIC TCP
Xu et al. [78] pointed out the RTT unfairness problem of HS-TCP (Section VI-A) and STCP (Section VI-B). For example, if we assume that two competing flows can detect a loss simultaneously (a synchronized loss detection), the analytical calculations reveal that an HS-TCP flow having an RTT x times smaller will get a network share which is x 4.56 times larger. Similar calculations for STCP show that, in theory, the STCP flow with the smaller RTT will always get all of the network resources, and a flow with the higher RTT will get nothing (i.e., absolute unfairness). The problem in both cases lies in the way these algorithms discover network resources: a flow with a larger congestion window will try to increase its share more than a flow with a smaller window.
In an attempt to create a congestion control that can scale well in any high-BDP (high bandwidth-delay product) network and yet to remain relatively RTT-fair, Xu et al. [78] proposed a BIC (Binary Increase Congestion control) algorithm. This algorithm extends NewReno with an additional operational phase, Rapid Convergence. This phase rapidly discovers, in a binary search manner, the optimal congestion window size (i.e., the value corresponding to the available network resources) by relying on detection of a packet loss as an indication of congestion window overshooting. Schematically, the congestion control concept of BIC as a search problem is illustrated in Figure 46 . While the network successfully delivers data packets (i.e., the sender receives all ACKs during the last RTT), the congestion window is updated to the median of the search range between minimum w min and maximum w max congestion window sizes (initially, w min is set to one and w max to some arbitrary high value). Besides updating the congestion window, an indication of successful data delivery raises the lower boundary w min to the previous congestion window size-the value when the network is expected to be congestion-free. As soon as packet loss is detected (e.g., three duplicate ACKs are received), BIC sets the upper search boundary w max to the current congestion window sizethe value when the network is experiencing congestionand enters the well-known Fast Recovery phase, similar to NewReno (see Section II-D). Additionally, to increase the convergence rate in the low-loss network environments, BIC reduces the multiplicative decrease coefficient from 0.5 to 0.125 (i.e., w = w − 0.125 · w) when the congestion window size is more than 38. This number is borrowed from HS-TCP and is aimed at providing compatibility to Reno in environments with loss rates exceeding 10 −3 .
Though a true binary search algorithm features a very fast (logarithmic) convergence time, in a high-BDP network it may create the same problem that was discovered in SlowStart: if the congestion window is increased too fast, a large number of packets can be lost (see Section VI-A). For this reason, BIC not only adopts HS-TCP's Limited Slow Start, but it also limits the increase in Rapid Convergence when the search range is too wide. In other words, during the RTT, Rapid Convergence is not allowed to increase the congestion window by more than some predefined value S max . To address the opposite case when the search range is too narrow-near the estimated optimum-BIC defines the congestion window increase by at least some constant S min number of packets. Finally, when the current congestion window value during Rapid Convergence becomes very close to, or exceeds, the target congestion window value, BIC enables the Limited Slow Start phase with an unlimited slow-start threshold value. This action is to discover a new upper bound and restart the binary search ( Figure 47) .
The BIC approach for optimal congestion window discovery has a unique feature for loss-based congestion control approaches-the congestion window probing steps decrease as the window approaches a target value. Xu et al. [78] showed that in a synchronized loss model, the congestion window ratio of two flows with different RTTs (RTT-fairness) changes from e (1/RT T1−1/RT T2)t·ln 2 for small window sizes to
RT T1
RT T2 for large ones. In other words, in theory BIC is no less RTT-fair than the standard Reno algorithm. However, a number of later experimental evaluations [81] , [94] showed that in certain environments BIC may have low RTT-fairness [81] , is meant to improve these properties and is discussed in Section VI-H.
F. TCPW-A
Wang et al. [79] proposed TCPW-A, a modification to TCP Westwood (Section V-A) that improves its properties in high-speed or long-delay networks. More specifically, they introduced a concept of agile probing, which includes steps of calculation of the Westwood-like eligible rate estimate (ERE) and update to the slow start threshold based on this estimate. These steps simultaneously provide two benefits: reduced network stressing during the Slow Start phase (dynamic adjusting of the threshold) and rapid discovery of available network resources during the Congestion Avoidance phase (temporary return to the Slow Start when the threshold becomes larger than the congestion window; see Figure 48 ).
To prevent unnecessary switches to the Slow Start when network resources are almost fully consumed, TCPW-A introduces an additional technique called persistent non-congestion detection (PNCD). The main idea of this technique is based on the assumption that when the network is not congested, a Vegas-like rate estimate (RE = cwnd/RT T min ) increases as the congestion window increases.
In the TCPW-A proposal authors presented several experimental evaluations. Although their results showed considerable improvements compared to standard NewReno, they did not answer the question of how well TCPW-A behaves in comparison to other high-speed TCP variants discussed in this section.
G. LogWestwood+
Kliazovich et al. [80] proposed another high-speed extension of TCP Westwood (Section V-A). Besides the main objective of being able to effectively utilize resources of high-speed or long-delay networks, the proposed algorithm, TCP LogWestwood+, features behavior similar to BIC (Section VI-E): congestion window is increased rapidly when the current value is small, and gently increased when approaching an estimated maximum. Similar to BIC, for this "maximum" LogWestwood+ takes a value of the congestion window observed just before the last detection of a packet loss (i.e., just before the last reduction). The key difference between LogWestwood+ and BIC, other than that the first is based on Westwood+ and the second is based on NewReno, is that the standard Congestion Avoidance phase (linear increase) is used Analytical modeling and ns-2 simulations of the algorithm behavior allowed the authors to claim that LogWestwood+ is much more efficient and RTT-fair than the standard NewReno algorithm. However, in some scenarios LogWestwood+ may lose its scalability characteristics. For example, the initial Slow Start phase may be prematurely terminated (e.g., due to a burst of temporal congestion or even some random losses), and later LogWestwood+ will not be able to rapidly discover a new maximum in high-speed or long-delay networks.
H. CUBIC TCP
Rhee and Xu [81] noted the highly challenging problem of creating a simple congestion control algorithm that scales well in high-BDP networks, and at the same time has good intra-, inter-, and RTT-fairness properties. Some of the previous congestion control proposals (e.g., HS-TCP, STCP, BIC) enforce inter-fairness (i.e., fairness to the standard TCP flows) by switching to standard congestion window update rules in high-loss environments. The switching criteria in most cases is a pre-calculated congestion window size w which corresponds to a certain loss rate p (w = 1.2/ √ p). For example, the threshold in HS-TCP is set to 38 packets, which corresponds to a loss of one out of every 1000 consecutive packets (p = 10 −3 pkt/s). However, this definition of loss rate is not the ideal guideline, especially in heterogeneous networks where RTT can vary significantly. For example, in a network with 10 ms RTT, the loss rate 10 −3 allows one loss every 380 ms, while in a network with 100 ms RTT, the same rate allows only one loss every 3.8 seconds. Thus if two flows competing in the same bottleneck link have different RTTs, the flow with the larger RTT is likely to remain in a compatible mode all the time, while the flow with the smaller RTT quickly switches to a scalable mode and acquires all available resources. This observation allowed Rhee and Xu [81] to propose CUBIC congestion control, which enhances the previously introduced BIC algorithm (Section VI-E) with RTT-independent congestion window growth functions. To accomplish this, CUBIC borrows the H-TCP approach (Section VI-C) of defining the congestion window w as a cubic function of elapsed time Δ since the last congestion event, as follows:
where C is a predefined constant, β is a coefficient of multiplicative decrease in Fast Recovery, and w max is the congestion window size just before the last registered loss detection. This function preserves not only RTT-fairness, since the window growth does not depend much on RTT, but also scalability and intra-fairness properties of BIC's Limited Slow Start and Rapid Convergence phases. The function has a very fast growth when the current window w is far from the estimated target w max , and it is very conservative when w is close to w max . Figure 50 shows the theoretical dynamics of the growth of the congestion window in CUBIC. In the initial step labeled 1, the target window w max is unknown and is discovered using the right branch of the cubic function. This discovery is much more conservative than the exponential discovery used in conventional Slow Start, but it is still scalable to high-BDP networks. At later stages, following a reduction upon detecting a loss, the congestion window gently approaches the target (phase 2). If a loss is detected before w max is reached, the target is updated. If it was a temporary congestion event, we will see a congestion window growth according to both left and right branches of the cubic function (phase 3).
Additionally, CUBIC provides a mechanism to ensure that its performance is no worse than the performance of the standard (Reno) congestion control. This mechanism includes calculating a supplementary congestion window size w reno that approximates the performance of a corresponding standard Reno flow. Because the congestion window in CUBIC can be reduced by a fraction β different from 0.5 (i.e., generally β cubic = β reno ), the appropriate performance (an average sending rate) can be achieved only if the supplementary congestion window increase steps are scaled with s = 3 × (β − 1)/(β + 1) [81] . Formally, this can be written as an increase of the window w reno by s every RTT. If CUBIC detects that the supplementary window w reno exceeds the main window, the latter is reset to be equal to the former.
The good performance and fairness properties of CUBIC were confirmed by various experimental studies [81] , [91] and by real-world measurements. CUBIC is currently the second most-used congestion control algorithm for TCP, due to the fact that it has been the default for the Linux TCP suite since 2006 (i.e., Linux kernel version 2.6.16). Nevertheless, CUBIC does not have 100% network resource utilization and can induce a large number of packet losses in the network (as long as a loss is the only signaling mechanism).
I. FAST TCP
Jin et al. [82] - [84] , inspired by the Vegas idea of congestion control with the queuing delay as a primary congestion indicator (see Section II-G), introduced a FAST algorithm. In some sense, FAST may be considered a scalable variant of Vegas that defines a periodic congestion window update based on the internal delay-based estimate of the network state. However, there are two fundamental differences between Vegas and FAST: FAST defines a periodic fixed-rate congestion window update (e.g., each 20 ms) and, to calculate the new target congestion window size, FAST uses a specially designed equation which incorporates a simple delay-based congestion estimation feature:
where w is a current congestion window size, RT T and RT T min are current and minimum RTT, and α is an important protocol parameter, as described below. According to this equation, if the network is experiencing congestion (RT T > RT T min ), FAST will decrease the congestion window (use of the network resources) proportionally to the congestion level estimated using RTT measurements (RT T min /RT T ); otherwise, the window will be increased based solely on the predefined parameter α. Selection of α has conflicting effects on two important protocol parameters: scalability and stability. In other words, if α is too large, the protocol will scale easily to any high-BDP (high bandwidth-delay product) networks, but it will have substantial convergence problems (the stable state when w = w × RT T min /RT T + α will be barely reachable). In the opposite case, when α is too small, FAST will easily stabilize but will have scalability problems (e.g., if α = 1, FAST behavior is practically equivalent to Vegas). Although the problem of accurate selection of α is still an open issue, FAST's authors have concluded that α should be a constant. Attempts at making α vary depending on the congestion window size, and RTT measurements are reported to lead to substantial intra-and inter-unfairness [84] .
To make the equation-based algorithm tolerant of shortterm fluctuations in network parameters, FAST uses a wellknown technique of exponential smoothing of the calculated congestion window value. In addition, FAST limits a potential increase in the congestion window (when α w) to be no more than a current value, which is roughly equivalent to the increase in the standard Slow-Start mode. The only difference is that FAST increases the congestion window based on the internal timer expiration (e.g., each 20 ms), but Slow-Start is clocked by ACK packets reception.
Although simulation-based and real-world experiments show remarkable intra-fairness, RTT fairness, stability, and scalability, ongoing research [84] , [95] recognizes a number of serious issues with the design. First, FAST's characteristics depend highly on the true minimal RTT value, which is hard to calculate in some environments (e.g., when routes tend to be dynamic) without relying on additional messaging from the network. Second, the RTT is not always a good substitute for the queuing delay, especially when there is congestion along the reverse path or when there are route changes. Finally, the proposed congestion window update rule is not friendly to standard TCP (Reno, NewReno, or SACK), even in small-BDP networks.
J. TCP Libra
Marfia et al. [85] proposed Libra as another variant of congestion control to resolve the scalability issues in standard TCP, while preserving and improving the RTT-fairness properties. Libra's design is based on NewReno (Section II-D) and modifies the Congestion Avoidance congestion window increase steps to follow a specially designed function of both the RTT and the bottleneck link capacity. The latter value in Libra is estimated using a well-known packet pair technique [96] . Formally, in Libra's Congestion Avoidance, if no loss has occurred, the congestion window is increased by α packets every RTT, according to the equation:
where RT T is the current RTT estimate, γ and k 1 are predefined constants (e.g., 1 and 2, respectively), C is a value responsible for Libra's scalability and represents the capacity of the bottleneck link estimated using the packet pair technique, and P is a penalizing factor which reduces the increase step if the network experiences congestion (e.g., the congestion window size is close to the convergence point).
In particular, penalizing factor P can be represented with the expression based on queuing delay measurements:
where k 2 is some constant (e.g., 2), and Q and Q max are current and maximum queuing delay estimates (see Section II-B).
The rationale of the congestion window increase steps α is as follows: the first part of the functional dependence k 1 · C makes the increase steps scalable to the bottleneck link capacity. The penalizing part P forces Libra to decrease the network resource probing intensity (the congestion window increase steps) exponentially, if the estimated level of buffering in the network (Q/Q max ) increases. The last part, RT T 2 /(RT T + γ), is responsible for Libra's RTT-fairness. If RTT is significantly less than the constant γ, the increase steps are scaled to RTT 2 -the essential requirement for RTTfariness (see Section VI-D). The constant γ is selected in a way that considers all links with an RTT close to or more than γ to have some pathological problems when RTT-fairness is not an issue.
In addition, Libra also defines a change in the multiplicative decrease policy of the Fast Recovery phase (w = w − β × w): the decrease coefficient β scales with the expression θ/(RT T + γ), where θ and γ are constants. Although this scaling factor is derived analytically [85] , the recommended values for these constants (θ and γ are equal to 1 second) make the scaling factor close to 1 in most cases. Thus, it is not very significant. Moreover, when the current RTT value is large (e.g., potential congestion in the network), the scaling factor will reduce β further. Yet this is the opposite of what congestion control should do: the decrease should be maximized in the presence of congestion and minimized when the network is in a congestion-free state.
A number of experimental evaluations (ns2 simulations) show that Libra can help improve the high-BDP link utilization and fairness properties of TCP. However, the same results show that Libra does not always outperform other congestion control approaches, including the non-scalable Reno with selective ACKs (Section II-E). Additionally, due to high reliance on the queuing delay estimation (i.e., RT T min , RT T max , and RT T measurement consistency), Libra's properties, similar to FAST (Section VI-I) and C-TCP (Section VI-O), will further worsen because of estimation biases.
K. TCP New Vegas
Sing and Soh [32] recognized the advantages of the delaybased congestion control approach presented in Vegas (Section II-G). However, they also found that it has three serious problems (two of them have been inherited from Reno, Section II-C): (a) it cannot effectively utilize high-BDP links, (b) during the (re-)initialization phases (Slow Start and Fast Recovery) the Vegas congestion control can generate very bursty traffic, and (c) Vegas' estimation of network buffering can be significantly biased if receivers use the standardized delayed ACK technique [17] , [27] .
To reduce the convergence time and improve to some degree the high-BDP link utilization, the proposed New Vegas algorithm defines a new phase called Rapid Window Convergence. The key idea of this phase is not to immediately terminate the Slow Start phase when the estimate of network buffering exceeds the threshold (Δ > α), but to continue the opportunistic exponential-like resource probing with reduced intensity. In detail, when New Vegas's Slow Start detects that the threshold has been exceeded (early congestion detection), it remembers the current congestion window value in a special state variable w r and switches to the Rapid Window Convergence. In this state, for every RTT, the congestion window is allowed to be increased by x packets:
where n is a number of times the early congestion indicator triggers in the Rapid Window Convergence phase. According to the proposal [32] , when n becomes more than 3, Rapid Window Convergence terminates and normal Vegas-like Congestion Avoidance takes its place. At any point, if a packet loss is detected, NewVegas reacts exactly the same as the original Vegas algorithms. In other words, if the loss is detected using three duplicate ACKs, NewVegas switches to Fast Recovery followed by Congestion Avoidance; if the loss is detected using the RTO, NewVegas resets the congestion window size and moves to Slow Start.
In order to solve the second problem of generation of bursty traffic during initialization and re-initialization, NewVegas applies the well-known packet pacing technique; it sets-up a minimal delay between transmission of any two consecutive packets [69] , [97] . Although it is reported to have a negative impact on TCP Reno performance [93] , NewVegas authors believe and experimentally confirm that with delay-based congestion controls, packet pacing has only a positive effect.
The last problem of the estimation bias is solved by requiring the sender to transmit data packets in pairs. In terms of TCP, this means that if there are data to be sent and the current value of the congestion window allows sending only one data packet, NewVegas will hold any transmission until the window increases by at least one packet. Clearly, this technique can help overcome the RTT estimation problem, when the TCP receiver does not immediately respond to each data packet, but waits for a timeout or another data packet. However, this is based on the assumption that two data packets will not be separated much during delivery (e.g., due to congestion) and that the TCP receiver sends ACK packets for every other data packet, as a minimum. Neither of these assumptions is entirely true in real networks. Thus, packet pairing has questionable benefits on the precision of RTTbased estimations (e.g., queuing delay). Moreover, the RTT measurement can be improved significantly just by employing the Timestamp option [31] .
Although NewVegas authors have recognized the problem of high-BDP link utilization, the proposed Rapid Window Convergence resolves only one part of the problem: this phase of scalable congestion window increase steps intends only to improve the early termination of Slow Start. No scalable features are designed for Congestion Avoidance and Fast Recovery, which limits the potential applicability of NewVegas in the future.
L. TCP-AR
Shimonishi and Murase [86] presented TCP-AR (Adaptive Reno) as another approach to improve TCP performance and preserve friendliness to standard TCP in high-speed networks. It extends TCPW-BBE (Section V-E) with a scalable congestion window probing in the Congestion Avoidance phase. More specifically, the congestion window increase function is defined to have two components: a slow constant increase component W base (increased by one for every RTT) and a scalable increase component W probe (increased by a function of the Westwood-like achievable rate estimate and the queuing delay, see Sections II-B and V-A respectively). The scalable component is a continuous function that has two important properties. First, when the network is congestion-free (i.e., when queuing delay is close to zero), the function gives a value close to the Westwood-like achievable rate estimate. Second, when the network is experiencing congestion (i.e., when queuing delay is near maximum), the value of the scalable component W probe is zero. Figure 51 shows conceptually the congestion window dynamics of the TCP-AR algorithm.
Experimental results showed that TCP-AR can improve the network utilization successfully and at the same time preserve a good level of intra-fairness. However, relying on the queuing delay and achievable rate metrics makes this algorithm vulnerable if RTT measurements should become noisy. In the worst case, when the queuing delay is wrongly 
M. TCP Fusion
Kaneko et al. [87] presented a Fusion algorithm which, in a fashion similar to TCP-AR (Section VI-L), combines the ideas of Westwood's achievable rate (Section V-A), DUAL's queuing delay (Section II-G), and Vegas' used network buffering (Section II-G) estimations. Instead of TCP-AR's congestion window increase in Congestion Avoidance as a continuous function over the queuing delay, Fusion defines three separate linear functions which are switched, depending on an absolute (i.e., expressed in seconds) queuing delay threshold value. If the current queuing delay is less than the predefined threshold (zone 1 in Figure 52 ), the congestion window is increased at a fast rate each RTT by a predefined fraction of Westwood's achievable rate estimate (scalable increase). If the queuing delay grows more than three times the threshold (zone 3 in Figure 52 ), the congestion window decreases by the number of packets buffered in the network (i.e., the Vegas estimate). In the case where the queuing delay lies somewhere in the range between one and three times the threshold (zone 2 in Figure 52 ), the congestion window remains unchanged. To make Fusion behave at least as well as the standard Reno congestion control, a conventional Reno-like window w r is maintained along with the Fusion congestion window w f . If w f becomes smaller than w r , the w f is reset equal to w r .
In addition, Fusion changes the constant congestion window reduction ratio β in Fast Recovery to the value β = max(0.5, RT T min /RT T ). This ratio is essentially a simplified form of Westwood's, where the sampling interval equals the RTT [87] .
Although experimental results of evaluating Fusion [87] have shown some improvements in terms of utilization and fairness characteristics in comparison to other scalable algorithms (e.g., C-TCP, HS-TCP, BIC, FAST), Fusion not only has the same vulnerabilities as TCP-AR, but also introduces a new, more serious problem. Defining the threshold in absolute terms requires manually adapting Fusion to a particular environment. This manual configuration is highly undesirable and usually impossible to perform. Another problem of Fusion is the way it quickly defaults to standard congestion window control rules. As one can see in Figure 52 , in certain cases Fusion may stay in the compatible, slow, non-scale mode most of the time. 
N. TCP Africa
King et al. [88] were concerned with the problems of several previously proposed congestion control algorithms for high-BDP networks, including HS-TCP (Section VI-A) and STCP (Section VI-B). In response to these concerns they developed the Africa (Adaptive and Fair Rapid Increase Congestion Avoidance) algorithm. This algorithm combines the aggressiveness (scalability) of HS-TCP when the network is determined to be congestion-free and the conservative character of standard NewReno (Section II-D) when the network is experiencing congestion. The congestion/non-congestion criteria was borrowed from the Vegas algorithm (see Section II-G): the estimate of network buffering Δ is compared to some predefined constant α. More formally, if Africa sees that there is little buffering (Δ < α), it moves to fast mode and directly applies the HS-TCP rules of the Congestion Avoidance and Fast Recovery phases. These dictate congestion window increase and decrease steps as functions of the congestion window itself (see Figure 53) . Otherwise, it moves to slow mode and applies the Reno rules: increase by one, decrease by half.
In a number of simulations conducted by its authors, Africa showed good network utilization in high-BDP networks, lower induced loss rate compared to HS-TCP and STCP, and fairness properties (intra-, inter-, RTT-) comparable to those exhibited by NewReno flows. Unfortunately, Africa has not been implemented and evaluated in real networks. However, the idea of multiple-mode congestion control for high-BDP networks with delay-based mode-switching has been widely adopted by several proposals discussed later. For example, the dualmode C-TCP algorithm (Section VI-O) is currently the most deployed TCP congestion control in the world, since it is embedded into the Microsoft Windows operating system (see Table V) .
O. C-TCP
Tan et al. [89] presented C-TCP (Compound TCP), a congestion control approach similar in spirit to Africa (Section VI-N). It also tries to use a delay-based estimate of the network state to combine the conventional Reno-type congestion control (Section II-C) with a congestion control that is scalable in high-BDP networks. However, instead of explicitly defining the fast and slow modes, C-TCP defines an additional scalable component w fast to be added to the final congestion window calculations (w = w reno + w fast ). This component is updated according to the slightly modified HS-TCP rules (Section VI-A) but only when the Vegas estimate Δ (Section II-G) shows a small level of network buffering (Δ < α, where α is some small predefined constant). When the estimate exceeds the threshold α, the scalable component w fast is gently reduced by a value proportional to the estimate itself (w fast = w fast − ζ · Δ, where ζ is a predefined constant). This reduction can be understood as a smooth transition between scalable HS-TCP and slow Reno modes, as opposed to the instant transitions between the fast and slow modes of Africa. As a result, the theoretical congestion window dynamics of C-TCP ( Figure 54 ) are very similar to Africa's with the exception that after the threshold has been exceeded (Δ > α), we will see a convex curve (shown in hatched bar) in the transition from the scalable HS-TCP to the slow Reno mode.
Both simulation results and real-world performance evaluation show substantial advantages of the C-TCP scheme: a good utilization of the high-BDP links and good intra-, inter-, and RTT-fairness properties. As a result, C-TCP has replaced the conventional congestion control for TCP in Microsoft Windows operating systems and is currently the most deployed congestion control worldwide. However, on the weaker side, because C-TCP relies on the Vegas estimate, it has inherited the Vegas sensitivity to the correctness of RTT measurements. For example, if flows competing with each other in the same network observe different minimal RTT values (e.g., one flow already sending data when a second one appears), the flow seeing a higher RTT (which is equivalent to having a higher threshold α value) will be much more aggressive and unfair to the other flow.
P. TCP Illinois
Liu et al. [90] noted that congestion control algorithms that interpret a delay as a primary signal for inferring the network state (e.g., Vegas and Fast) are able to achieve a better efficiency and do not stress the network excessively, compared to congestion controls that rely only on packet losses (e.g., Reno, HS-TCP, STCP, etc.). However, the performance of delay-based algorithms may suffer greatly when the delay (RTT) measurements are very noisy, for example, due to a high volume of cross traffic, route dynamics, etc. To resolve this contradiction, the Illinois algorithm has been proposed. This algorithm, similar to Africa (Section VI-N) and C-TCP (Section VI-O), is based on NewReno (Section II-D) and is designed on the one hand to be very aggressive when the network is determined to be in a congestion-free state and on the other hand be very gentle when the network is experiencing congestion. However, Illinois has several implementation differences. It defines both the congestion window w increase (10) α min (0.1)
Fig . 55 . Additive increase α and multiplicative decrease δ coefficients as a function of queuing delay Q steps α in Congestion Avoidance (i.e., w = w + α every RTT) and the decrease ratio β in Fast Recovery (i.e., w = w − β · w, upon detecting loss using three duplicate ACKs) to be special functions of the queuing delay. The queuing delay calculation follows the definition introduced in DUAL (Section II-B).
The increase coefficient α depends inversely on the queuing delay, while the decrease coefficient is directly proportional (Figure 55 ). The minimum and maximum values of α and β, and the queuing delay thresholds Q 1 , Q 2 , and Q 3 , can be varied to achieve desired performance characteristics. In the Linux implementation, Illinois sets the default values of α max = 10, α min = 0.3, β min = 0.125, b max = 0.5, Q 1 = 0.01 · Q max , Q 2 = 0.1 · Q max , and Q 3 = 0.8 · Q max , where Q max is a maximum queuing delay observed over the lifetime of the connection. According to the Illinois specification, the α and β coefficients are updated once every RTT. However, to mitigate the effects of queuing delay measurement noise, the α coefficient is allowed to be set to the maximum, only if during several consecutive RTTs (e.g., 5) the value of the queuing delay is less than the first threshold Q 1 . Additionally, Illinois switches to the compatibility mode (α = 1 and β = 0.5) when the congestion window size is less than a predefined threshold w t (e.g., ten packets). This switch, similar to HS-TCP (Section VI-A) and STCP (Section VI-B), improves fairness properties of Illinois to some extent, making it behave like NewReno during severe congestion events. Figure 56 shows the key cases of the Illinois theoretical congestion window dynamics.
The theoretical and experimental evaluation of Illinois showed that it is able to use the available resources in the high-BDP networks better than the standard Reno congestion control. At the same time, it preserves and improves the intra-, inter-, and RTT-fairness properties. However, although the queuing delay is a secondary parameter by which to infer the network state-i.e., it controls only the amount of the congestion window increase and cannot enforce its reduction-the advantages of Illinois can easily be nullified. It can fall back to the Reno mode (α = α min and β = β max ) whenever either the minimum or the maximum RTT values are incorrectly estimated or the RTT includes large random components (e.g., processing delay, different propagation delays when path frequently changes, etc).
Q. YeAH TCP
Baiocchi et al. [91] introduced one more alternative for congestion control that combines packet loss detection and measurement of RTT as mechanisms to estimate the net- For the former, the congestion window increases by at most one packet every RTT and decreases by half upon detecting a loss from three duplicate ACKs. In the latter, the congestion window is updated aggressively-increased by a fraction of the congestion window itself each RTT and decreased by another fraction which is much smaller than that in slow mode (i.e., less than half). To provide a reliable mechanism for mode switching, YeAH defines simultaneous use of two delaybased metrics: the Vegas-type estimate of a number of packets buffered in the network (see Section II-G) and the DUAL-type network congestion level estimate (see Section II-B). However, there are two differences in the definition of the latter metric from what was introduced in DUAL. First, in queuing delay calculations YeAH uses the minimum of recently measured RTTs (e.g., during the last RTT) instead of an averaged RTT. Second, the congestion level is measured, not as a fraction of the maximum queuing delay (e.g., Q/Q max ), but as a fraction of the minimum RTT observed during the connection lifetime. To summarize, if YeAH estimates a low level of packet buffering in the network (Δ < α, where α is a predefined threshold) and the queuing delay estimate shows a low congestion level (Q/RT T min < ϕ, where ϕ is another predefined threshold), then it behaves exactly as STCP; otherwise, the slow Renolike mode is enforced.
In addition to mode switching, YeAH includes two more mechanisms for improving robustness during congestion events and enhancing intra-fairness properties. The first mechanism, precautionary decongestion, is close in spirit to C-TCP (Section VI-O), whereby it reduces the congestion window w by the number of packets Δ estimated to be buffered in the network if this number exceeds a predefined threshold ε (i.e., w = w − ε · Δ). The second mechanism repeats another idea presented in C-TCP: the congestion window is restricted to be a value that is greater than if only Reno rules are applied. For this purpose, YeAH maintains a reference congestion window size w reno that varies according to Reno rules. YeAH furthermore disables the precautionary decongestion if the reference window is more than the actual congestion window size.
Experimental evaluation showed that YeAH maintains high efficiency in high-BDP networks that maintain a network buffering at a very low level. Additionally, the results confirmed that approaches which combine delay-based and lossbased metrics (e.g., Africa, C-TCP, YeAH) can improve inter-, intra-, and RTT-fairness properties substantially compared to pure loss-based approaches (Reno, HS-TCP, STCP). However, the performance of YeAH-similar to all delay-based approaches-can degrade when RTT measurements have significant noise.
VII. OPPORTUNITIES FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
Currently we have a situation where there is no single congestion control approach for TCP that can universally be applied to all network environments. One of the primary causes is a wide variety of network environments and different (and sometimes opposing) network owners' views regarding which parameters should be optimized. A number of the congestion control algorithms from Section VI (HS-TCP, S-TCP, Africa, TCP-AR, C-TCP, etc.) address this problem by incorporating at least two sets of rules to control the transmission rate of a flow (i.e., conventional Reno-like rules when the network seems to be congested and scalable rules otherwise).
Some algorithms switch modes based on a currently achieved transmission rate (e.g., "reactive" HS-TCP and S-TCP behave as standard Reno while the congestion window is less then a predefined threshold). In some network environments, especially when the probability of loss is high, such switching rules makes algorithms behave in a non-high-speed, therefore inefficient, mode. Other algorithms (e.g., "proactive" Vegas, C-TCP, Illinois, YeAH, etc.) use patterns in delay measurements for switching purposes. If the delay patterns change because of non-congestion-related factors, for example because of a re-routing path, these algorithms may suffer from efficiency and fairness degradation. This happens because such algorithms do not have the ability to invalidate various internal parameters during the transmission.
Moreover, the current version of Linux kernel provides an API for software developers to choose any one of the supported algorithms for a particular connection. However, there are not yet the well-defined and broadly-accepted criteria to serve as a good baseline for appropriately selecting a congestion control algorithm. Additionally, objective guidelines to select a proper congestion control for a concrete network environment are yet to be defined.
Another aspect of congestion control not yet fully investigated is the problem of short-lived flows (e.g., DNS requests/responses via TCP). The congestion control techniques developed so far do not really work if the connection lifetime is only one or two RTTs. The only congestion control parameter useful during such connections is the initial value of the congestion window. Clearly this value has a direct impact on the performance of short-lived flows. However, if the initial value is large enough and the number of short-lived flows in the network is substantial, the available capacity can easily be exceeded. Because all TCP flows behave independently, a new short-lived flow has no idea of the present network state and can only exacerbate any congestion present in the system. Thus, we need a mechanism to make new flows aware of the current network state (e.g., an ability to estimate the available network path capacity before the actual data transfer). One potential direction to solving this problem is to maintain global estimates of network states. The challenge is distinguishing the independent network states without knowing the exact topology of the Internet.
There are also questions about the fundamental assumptions of TCP congestion control. First of all, it was initially assumed that each TCP flow should be fair to each other. Often, Jain's index (see Section II-A) is used as a fairness measure. However, Jain's metric was based on user shares [29] , but everything in TCP is based on individual flows. Essentially, this allows users to game even the "ideally" fair TCP congestion control system and acquire an advantage in the network resources distribution. For example, if one user opens only one TCP connection and another opens five, the network resources will be distributed as one to five. Thus, "ideally" fair congestion control under current definitions is not really "ideal." To summarize, a fundamental research question is how to enforce fairness on a user-level basis without sacrificing throughput of individual flows.
Several problems have arisen as user mobility significantly increased. More and more users now have multiple physical access channels to the Internet. However, TCP is fundamentally unable to use them simultaneously, for example to speedup data transfer (since a TCP connection is identified by the tuple {srcIP, srcPort, dstIP, dstPort}). A new generation of the reliable data transfer protocol, SCTP [98] , provides basic support for multi-homing, but problems of efficient channel utilization, reliable detection of congestion events in separate and common network paths, and user fairness are still to be solved.
Recently, a new congestion control-related problem has appeared on the Internet. For many years, there has been a belief that the more data packets routers can buffer, the more effectively network channels are utilized. The best known recommendation is to set the buffer size equal to a bandwidthdelay product (BDP) of the connection served [99] . In practice, router manufacturers and network administrators often choose maximum values for the bandwidth and delay (or choose some large buffer size). As a result, instead of providing fast feedback to a TCP sender by dropping a number of packets, routers extensively buffer packets making a TCP sender unaware of an abnormal situation in the network. Recently there were several reports of the excessive buffering syndrome (also known as a congestive queueing or buffer madness event) on the "End-to-end" mailing list [100] , where round-trip delays grew in excess of 5-10 seconds.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this work we have presented a survey of various approaches to TCP congestion control that do not rely on any explicit signaling from the network. The survey highlighted the fact that the research focus has changed with the development of the Internet, from the basic problem of eliminating the congestion collapse phenomenon to problems of using available network resources effectively in different types of environments (wired, wireless, high-speed, long-delay, etc.).
In the first part of this survey, we classified and discussed proposals that build a foundation for host-to-host congestion control principles. The first proposal, Tahoe, introduces the basic technique of gradually probing network resources and relying on packet loss to detect that the network limit has been reached. Unfortunately, although this technique solves the congestion problem, it creates a great deal of inefficient use of the network. As we showed, solutions to the efficiency problem include algorithms that (1) refine the core congestion control principle by making more optimistic assumptions about the network (Reno, NewReno); or (2) refine the TCP protocol to include extended reporting abilities of the receiver (SACK, DSACK), which allows the sender to estimate the network state more precisely (FACK, RR-TCP); or (3) introduce alternative concepts for network state estimation through delay measurements (DUAL, Vegas, Veno).
The second part of the survey is devoted to a group of congestion control proposals that are focused on environments where packets are frequently reordered. These proposals show that in such environments, efficiency can be improved significantly by (1) delaying the control actions (TD-FR), or (2) by undoing previously applied actions if reordering is detected (Eifel, DOOR), or (3) by refining the network state estimation heuristic (PR, RR).
In the third part of our survey, we showed that basic hostto-host congestion control principles can solve not only the direct congestion problem but also provide a simple traffic prioritizing feature. Two algorithms examined (Nice and LP), applying slightly different techniques to achieve the same goal, have the same aim: to provide an opportunity to send non-critical data reliably without interfering with other data transfers.
In the last two sections of the survey, we showed that technology advances have introduced new challenges for TCP congestion control. First, we discussed several solutions (the Westwood-family algorithms) which apply similar techniques for estimating the last "good" flow rate and using this rate as a baseline to distinguish between congestion or random packet loss. Second, we reviewed a group of solutions with the most research interest over the recent past. These proposals aim to solve the problem of poor utilization of high-speed or long-delay network channels by TCP flows. The first proposals addressing this problem (HS-TCP, STCP, H-TCP) introduced simple but highly optimistic (aggressive) policies to probe networks for the available resources. Unfortunately, such techniques led to the appearance of a number of other problems, including the intra-, inter-, and RTT-unfairness.
Later proposals employed more intelligent techniques to make congestion control aggressive only when the network is considered congestion-free and conservative during a congestion state. Two proposals, BIC and CUBIC, use packet loss to establish an approximated network resource limit, which is used as a secondary criterion to estimate the current network state. Another group of proposals (FAST, Africa, TCP-AR, C-TCP, Libra, Illinois, Fusion, YeAH) perform this by relying on secondary delay-based network state estimation techniques. Unfortunately, there are disadvantages to both of these approaches, and there is no current consensus in the research community regarding which approach is superior. Not surprisingly, they co-exist in the current Internet: C-TCP is deployed in the Windows-world, and the Linux-world uses CUBIC. 
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